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ColonSentry Overview
ColonSentry® is a revolutionary blood test for assessing individual colorectal cancer risk (CRC).
While colonoscopy, together with biopsy and confirmative pathology, is the definitive CRC diagnostic
test, screening compliance remains low due to patient dissatisfaction with endoscopic testing or the
alternative, fecal sampling. A blood based test, particularly one that can be drawn in-office and provide
actionable CRC risk information, will improve compliance and enhance clinical decision making.
Screening is advised to begin with risk stratification. Results from an initial test continue on through
proper follow-up based on the findings. Patients with an elevated risk for CRC may be more amenable
to undergo a colonoscopy, and thereby comply with screening guidelines. Combining pre-screening
with colonoscopy finds 2.1-4.7 times more cancers.13
Because ColonSentry® is an easy blood test with minimal risk, yet excellent specificity,13 it may be
considered for patients who are younger than the currently recommended screening age, but who have
CRC risk factors such as diabetes, obesity, or history of smoking. Screening of such individuals could
detect a substantial number of CRCs and precancerous polyps; of the 588,869 CRC diagnoses made
between 1998 and 2007, 19%— or over 64,000 cases—occurred in people under the age of 50. The
median age for young-onset CRC was 44 years, with 75.2% of cases occurring between the ages of
40-49.14 Studies indicate that among individuals in this age group who undergo colonoscopy screening,
around 22% have abnormal findings, including hyperplastic polyps, tubular adenomas, and advanced
neoplasms.15 Although ColonSentry® itself is not a screening test, the ColonSentry® result can help
physicians and patients decide on a case-by-case basis whether colonoscopy or other screening is
warranted.
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ColonSentry Assay Methodology
Many clinical studies have demonstrated that whole-blood RNA transcript-based profiles can be used to
develop personalized gene expression signatures capable of differentiating patients with cancer from healthy
patients across a broad spectrum of pathologies.16-20 The ColonSentry® test uses quantitative real-time
polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) to measure the RNA transcript expression of seven biomarker genes in a
whole blood sample. Expression levels of six genes—ANXA3, CLEC4D, LMNB1, PRRG4, TNFAIP6, and VNN1
—are each paired with the expression level of a reference gene, IL2RB, to create a genetic signature by which
patients can be stratified for CRC risk.13,21
ColonSentry® specifically measures gene expression in whole blood. Tumors are known to affect the gene
expression profiles of circulating leukocytes, including both myeloid cells (monocytes, macrophages, etc.) and
lymphocytes (T cells, B cells, and natural killer cells).This occurs due to a unique interaction between tumor
cells and the immune system that has been referred to as “cancer immunoediting.” Immunoediting comprises
three stages: elimination (in which the immune system identifies cancerous and/or precancerous cells and
attempts to eradicate them), equilibrium (in which the surviving tumor cells begin mutating rapidly under
selection pressure from immune-system-mediated attacks), and escape (in which tumor cells that have
acquired resistance proliferate uncontrollably, leading to tumor progression).22 The functions of the seven
genes that contribute to the ColonSentry® molecular signature are described below.
• IL2RB, the reference gene, encodes the beta subunit of the interleukin 2 (IL-2) receptor. Specific binding of the T-cell-derived
cytokine IL-2 to this receptor is critical for the growth, proliferation, and differentiation of naïve T cells into effector T cells, which are
able to target and destroy cancer cells.23
• ANXA3 encodes annexin A3, a member of the annexin protein family. Annexins play a role in the regulation of cellular growth and
intracellular signaling.24
• CLEC4D codes for a member of the C-type lectin protein superfamily. Proteins with C-type lectin domains can bind carbohydrates
and have diverse functions including cell-cell adhesion, immune response to pathogens, and apoptosis.25,26
• LMNB1 encodes the protein lamin-B1. The cellular lamina, a 2-dimensional protein matrix located adjacent to the inner nuclear
membrane, is thought to be involved in nuclear stability, chromatin structure, and gene expression.27
• PRRG4 encodes one member of a family of proline-rich γ-carboxyglutamic acid (PRRG) proteins. Recent studies have identified a
role for PRRG4 in cancer, allergy, and neurological disorders.28
• TNFAIP6 encodes the tumor necrosis factor-inducible gene 6 protein, also known as TSG-6, which is involved in cell-cell and cellmatrix interactions during inflammation and tumorigenesis.29
• The VNN1 (Vanin-1) gene encodes pantetheinase, an enzyme thought to be involved in regulation of the immune response to
oxidative stress.30 VNN1-AB has been shown to be a potential biomarker for colorectal cancer.46
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Development and Validation of the ColonSentry Test
The predictive ability of the ColonSentry® test was demonstrated in two key studies: a 10,000
patient North American case-control study that identified and validated the 7-gene biomarker panel,
and a Malaysian case-control validation study that confirmed the findings.13,21 Briefly, RNA profiling
of whole blood samples from 642 North American cases and controls matched by sex, ethnicity, and
BMI identified 7 genes whose expression pattern was associated with CRC (6 over-expressed
genes and 1 under-expressed gene). A training set of 112 CRC cases and 120 controls was first
used to identify the combination of genes whose expression pattern most significantly differentiated
CRC cases from controls. Researchers then developed a risk scale to assess the likelihood of an
individual having CRC using a logistic regression-based algorithm derived from the expression levels
of these 7 genes. To validate the predictive performance of the 7-gene panel, Marshall et al. blinded
410 samples (202 CRC; 208 controls) and scored this “test set” on the basis of the logistic
regression model.13
An independent Malaysian study then validated the 7-gene panel using blood samples from 99 CRC
patients and 111 controls.21 Blood samples were collected from an ethnically diverse Asian
population of patients referred to a colonoscopy clinic between August 2007 and November 2009.
All 6 genes of interest (ANXA3, CLEC4D, LMNB1, PRRG4, TNFAIP6, and VNN1) were upregulated
and the reference gene (IL2RB) was downregulated in CRC as compared with control samples,
confirming the pattern of differential gene expression found in the North American sample.21 Results
were highly statistically significant for both the Malaysian and North American studies.13,21
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Abstract
ColonSentry® is a molecular test for assessing the potential of colorectal cancer and pre-malignant lesions in average risk
individuals. Initially developed from a clinical study involving approximately 10,000 subjects in North America, this test has
been commercialized and administered to over 100,000 patients. We compare the real-life distribution of the results against the
model that was initially developed and review them in the context of measurement stability, and to evaluate the validity of the
assumptions made during the construction of the mathematical model. We confirm that the commercial application of the test
falls well within the designed quality assurance limits and that stability was maintained over a period of multiple years. The
model’s assumption of two subpopulations, one with colorectal cancer at 0.7% prevalence, and the other without colorectal
cancer at 99.3% prevalence, fit the data within the expected measurement tolerances. We discuss enhancement of the model
to address a precancerous polyp phase subpopulation, and how the test results can be used to identify patients who should be
referred directly for colonoscopy versus other modalities for colorectal cancer screening.

Keywords: Colon cancer; ColonSentry; Colorectal cancer; Di-

In 2018, approximately 97,000 new cases of colon cancer and
43,000 new cases of rectal cancer are anticipated to be diagnosed
in the United States [1]. Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most
common cancer diagnosed in the US with a lifetime risk for men
and women of approximately 4% [1]. Early diagnosis is critical
to survival. The 5-year survival rate for stage I colon cancer is
~92% whereas the survival rate for stage IIIB-IV varies from
69% to 11%, depending on the extent of disease [1]. The United
States Preventive Services Task Force recommends screening for
colorectal cancer using stool based tests (gFOBT, FIT, FIT-DNA)
or direct visualization tests (sigmoidoscopy, colonoscopy, CT
colonography) in adults, beginning at age 50 years and continuing
until age 75 [2]. Compliance and risks associated with these
procedures vary.

determines an individual’s current risk of having colorectal cancer.
Risk is determined by measuring the levels of 7 genes (ANXA3,
CLEC4D, LMNB1, PRRG4, TNFAIP6, VNN1 and IL2RB)
in the blood and inputting that information into a proprietary
algorithm. Clinical validation results were published in 2009 in
the International Journal of Cancer [3]. The ColonSentry model
was developed on a training set consisting of 112 CRC and
120 Controls with an area under the curve (AUC) of 0.80 (95%
confidence interval: 0.74 - 0.85), 64% specificity, 82% sensitivity
and 73% accuracy. The predictive performance was validated on
an age/gender/ethnicity balanced test set consisting of 202 CRC
and 208 Controls with an AUC of 0.80 (95% confidence interval:
0.76–0.84), 70% specificity, 72% sensitivity and 71% accuracy. An
analysis of the prediction distribution for location and stage of CRC
shows equal sensitivity for both left and right sided lesions and a
progressive increase as the cancer progresses [4]. ColonSentry has
been commercially available in the US since 2012 and offered by
CLIA accredited Innovative Diagnostic Laboratory (IDL), located
in Richmond, VA, since 2014.

GeneNews developed and validated ColonSentry, a
convenient blood-based colorectal cancer risk prediction test that

Subsequent to the launch of ColonSentry in 2008, many
groups have independently validated gene expression from the

agnostic; Early detection
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7-gene panel, autonomously or in-combination with each other, to
determine the use as a CRC diagnostic marker(s). In 2010, Yip et
al. validated ColonSentry in Malaysia on 99 CRC and 111 Controls
reporting an AUC of 0.76 (95% confidence interval: 0.70 to 0.82),
77% specificity, 61% sensitivity and 70% accuracy [5], comparable
to the data obtained from North American validation. Chang et al.
developed a blood-based CRC detection assay that included the
ANXA3, TNFAIP6 and IL2RB biomarkers [6]. ColonSentry has
been shown to detect left and right CRC with similar sensitivity,
unlike Colonoscopy which misses right-sided lesions [7-9]. To
date, ColonSentry has been used to assess colon cancer risk in over
100,000 patients from the United States. We evaluate how well
the model developed for ColonSentry approximated the general
population and whether the assumptions that were made could be
validated.

score

s was fitted by

where s − and λ— were fitting parameters evaluated from the test
dataset
Then, given a subject’s LogReg score s , Bayes’ Theorem was
applied to calculate the probability of the subject having CRC as

Methods
ColonSentry Logistic Regression (LogReg) Score and
Relative Risk Determination

{

'
g ,i

}

(Ct g ,i , Ct )
The qPCR data of each sample is specified by
, where
are the Ct values for genes ANXA3, CLEC4D,
'
TNFAIP6, LMNB1, PRRG4, or VNN1, Ct g ,i are the Ct values for
the duplex partner gene IL2RB, and where g = 1, 2, ..., 6 represents
one of the six listed genes, and i = 1,2 represents the duplicate
number. For convenience, we make the following definitions.

where the a priori probability p 0
prevalence in average-risk population.

= 0.007 was the CRC

An individual’s relative risk (RR) for CRC is reported as their
“CRC Score”, defined as the probability of having CRC divided
by CRC prevalence, was given by

delta Ct
The log-odd value of a sample being predicted as CRC was given
by

At RR=1.0, a subject has the same CRC risk as the un-stratified
average-risk population.

ColonSentry Test Procedure and Data Collection from
IDL
qPCR and Plate-to-plate calibration

where

p is the probability of the sample being predicted as CRC

Bayes’ Theorem was applied to calculate the current CRC
risk using LogReg scores. The LogReg score distributions of CRC
and controls in the dataset were used to determine corresponding
distributions in the average-risk population. More precisely, the
conditional probability of CRC patients having LogReg score s
was fitted by

where

s + and λ+are parameters evaluated from the dataset

Similarly, the conditional probability of controls having LogReg
2

For qRT‐PCR, blood collected in PAXgene™ tubes
(PreAnalytiX) was processed according to PAXgene™ Blood
RNA Kit protocol. RNA quantity was determined by absorbance
at 260nm in a NanoDrop 8000 (Thermo Scientific™).
Approximately one microgram of RNA was reverse
transcribed into single‐stranded complementary DNA (cDNA)
using High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Applied
Biosystems) in a 20 μL reaction volume. For PCR, 8 ng cDNA
was mixed with QuantiTect® Probe PCR Master Mix (Qiagen) and
TaqMan® dual‐labeled probe and primers corresponding to the
gene‐of‐interest and denominator in a 10 μL reaction volume.
PCR amplification was performed using a Viia7 Real-Time PCR
Instrument (Applied Biosystems). Quality assurance processes
included verification of negative template control for lack of
amplification, review of amplification curve shape for adequate
signal, difference between duplicate wells and stability of the
calibrator, positive and negative reference sample. Samples that
failed these quality control checks were repeated. Samples that
failed a second time were excluded from the analysis. To stabilize
Volume 2019; Issue 01
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Data Collection
Since inception, more than 100,000 ColonSentry tests for
clinical purposes have been performed in the U.S., 95,139 of which
included a minimal set of clinical information to verify whether the
patient would have qualified as “average risk” (i.e., no first-degree
relative with CRC, no previous CRC or surgery for CRC). The
age distribution by gender of these 95,139 patients is presented in
Figure 2. ColonSentry scores from 95,139 patients, collected and
processed as described in 2.2.1 at IDL (Richmond, Virginia) were
used in this analysis.
Model Development
ColonSentry scores from 95,139 patients, collected and
processed as described in 2.2.1 at IDL (Richmond, Virginia) were
plotted and the distribution of these scores were compared to the
model’s projected score distribution for an average risk population
with 0.7% CRC prevalence.

1.5%
Control
99.3%
Prevalence

25%
20%

1.0%

CRC
0.7%
Prevalence

15%
10%

0.5%

5%
0%

CRC Relative Distribution

Measured delta Ct values are then compared against the
established reference values and these results are then used to
calibrate the unknown samples. To evaluate the performance of this
calibration procedure, two other known and qualified references
are also measured on each plate: a “positive” reference known to
generate a high CRC score and a “negative” reference known to
generate a low CRC score. These two references are processed the
same way as the unknown subjects. The “calibrated” delta Ct for
these two references can then be monitored for deviations from
expected values.

2-subgroup Model
30%

Control Relative Distribution

the qPCR measurements against variations from various sources
(e.g., instrument, reagent lots), a known reference obtained from
a qualified pooled RNA is placed on each plate and run alongside
the patient samples.

0.0%
-6
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0

LogReg Scores

1
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Figure 1: Expected LogReg Score Distribution for the ColonSentry
Test. The distribution of LogReg scores is presented for both the noncolorectal cancer (non-CRC) and colorectal cancer (CRC) subgroups. The
relative distribution of the non-CRC is indicated using the on left vertical
scale, while the CRC uses the right vertical scale. The bin size to determine
the distribution was set to a 0.1. Note that the secondary vertical axis for
CRC group is expanded 20X compared to the Control group.

Approximately 100,000 ColonSentry tests were performed
and 95,139 of them also included a minimal set of clinical
information to verify whether the patient would have qualified as
“average risk” (i.e., no first-degree relative with CRC, no previous
CRC or surgery for CRC). The age distribution by gender of these
95,139 patients is presented in Figure 2.

Model Comparison and Evaluation
The histogram of the distribution of accumulated patient
scores was compared to the predicted distribution based on the
model described above using Bayes’ theorem. The bin size was set
to 0.1 units on the LogReg scale. The difference between the two
distributions is quantified as the RMS error which is defined as the
square root of the mean of the sum of the squares of the differences
at each evaluated LogReg score along the horizontal axis of the
distribution chart.

Results
Comparison and Evaluation of the Predictive Model to
Observed Data
By the use of Bayes’ Theorem, the CRC samples from the
clinical trial [3] were scaled to the known 0.7% prevalence, with the
non-CRC samples scaled to represent the remaining 99.3% of the
average risk population. The expected LogReg score distribution
is presented in Figure 1.

3

Figure 2: Patient Age Distribution for ColonSentry Tests Performed
at IDL. The distribution of patients’ age for the 95,139 ColonSentry tests
performed at IDL separated by gender.

The model generated scores for the patients from which
CRC relative risk could be predicted. The distribution of these
scores were compared to the model’s projected score distribution
for an average risk population with 0.7% CRC prevalence (Figure
3). There was a slight displacement to the right for the actual
IDL distribution (blue) relative to the model’s curve (red). The
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asymmetrical difference curve (green) suggests that the error is
mainly a relative displacement between the two curves rather than
a difference in standard deviation. The total Root Mean Square
(RMS) error was determined to be 0.051%.

Model for Early Detection
Our original model only accounted for two subgroups in
the average population: subjects with CRC and subjects who are
confirmed by colonoscopy and pathology to be free from CRC,
polyps or advanced adenoma. However, population statistics have
determined that there is a significant additional subgroup with
either polyps or advanced adenomas which are non-cancerous
precursor stages of CRC.
We hypothesized that this additional subgroup would have a
distribution that would have prediction scores in between the CRC
and Control groups, the same spread and have a prevalence in the
range of 9% to 37% (Telford 2010: 9% at age 50, Frazier 2000:
21%, Imperial 2014: 37%) [10-12]. The three subgroup model is
presented in Figure 5.

One way to estimate the drift is to shift the results until the
difference is minimized. The optimum shift was determined to be
0.1 units to achieve near perfect overlap throughout the range of
the test results. This shift of 0.1 units magnitude is well within
the allowed tolerance for the ColonSentry test which specifies a
window of +/- 0.6 units for the LogReg score at 95% Confidence
when all QC limits are met. Shifting the IDL lab data by 0.1 units
reduced the overall RMS error to 0.033%, a factor of about 1.6X
smaller than for the un-shifted results (Figure 4).

1.5%
non-CRC
82.3%
Prevalence

25%

Polyp
17.0%
Prevalence

20%
15%

1.0%

CRC
0.7%
Prevalence

10%

0.5%

5%
0%

CRC Relative Distribution

Figure 3: Comparison of LogReg Score Distribution of the ColonSentry
Test between the Model and IDL Lab Results. The LogReg Score
distribution was compared between the original model (red) and the
IDL laboratory test results (blue) using the vertical scale on the left. The
difference between the two distributions is presented as deviation (green)
using the vertical scale on the right, the Root Mean Square Error value is
shown in the legend as 0.051%. The bin size to determine the distribution
was set to a 0.1.

Control & pre-CRC Relative Distribution

3-subgroup Model
30%
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Figure 5: Expected LogReg Score Distribution for a Three Sub-Group
Cancer Risk Prediction Model. The distribution of LogReg scores is
presented for the non-colorectal cancer (non-CRC), non-cancerous
precursor stages of CRC (pre-CRC) and colorectal cancer (CRC)
subgroups. The relative distribution of the non-CRC is indicated using the
left vertical scale, while the pre-CRC and CRC use the right vertical scale.
Note that the secondary vertical axis for CRC group is expanded 20X
compared to the Control group to preserve the relative ordinal magnitudes
of the Control, pre-CRC and CRC groups.

The difference between the IDL data and the model is
minimized for a shift of zero and 17% prevalence for the precancer stage centered about one quarter of the distance between the
CRC and the pathology-free subgroups (Figure 6). The RMS error
at 0.031% is lower than the value from the unshifted 2-subgroup
model and even slightly lower than the 0.1-shifted model. The
zero-shift is consistent with the results of the positive and negative
controls, so it is more likely that the 3-subgroup model is the more
accurate representation of real-life data.
Figure 4: Optimization of IDL Lab Results. Shifting the LogReg score
distribution of the IDL lab results (blue) by 0.1 units reduced the error
(green) between the model (red) and the IDL lab results and the Root
Mean Square value to 0.033% from 0.051%. A 0.1 unit shift, which is
within allowable QA tolerance, resulted in optimal overlap of the two
distributions. The bin size to determine the distribution was set to a 0.1.
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and VNN1 were upregulated and IL2RB was downregulated in
patients with colorectal cancer but no further information on those
genes was available. Since then, 6 of the 7 ColonSentry biomarkers
have now been implicated in cancer, 5 of which are specifically
implicated in colorectal cancer, validating their use as robust
biomarkers to predict colorectal cancer risk. Multiple groups have
independently studied ColonSentry, or the biomarkers within, and
have validated our results [4,5,14,15].

Figure 6: Comparison of LogReg Score Distribution of the Three
Subgroup Model and the IDL Lab Results. The LogReg Score
distribution was compared between the three subgroup model (red) and
the IDL laboratory test results (blue) using the vertical scale on the left.
The difference between the two distributions is presented as deviation
(green) using the vertical scale on the right. The RMS was determined to
be 0.031% between the two distributions. The bin size to determine the
distribution was set to a 0.1.

Discussion
The long-term results that we have accumulated confirm
that the ColonSentry model represented the average population
with equitable accuracy. While the 2-subgroup model is a minimal
representation of the real-life surveillance population, it was well
within the pre-determined acceptable QC limits of the observed
population distribution.
ColonSentry development began with a population of 9,199
patients recruited from multiple colorectal cancer surveillance
clinics located in Canada and the US. Of these subjects, only
68 were subsequently diagnosed to have colorectal cancer by
colonoscopy and pathological analysis of the biopsy [3]. This is
equivalent to a prevalence rate of 0.74% which is in agreement
with sources such as US SEER. This data demonstrates that the
population is likely similar to the target US population.
Additional cancer samples were required to identify robust
biomarkers, develop an algorithm and appropriately power
statistical analysis. To achieve this, GeneNews began collecting
additional samples from cancer clinics. All cancer cases were then
carefully matched with subjects from the surveillance clinics for
age, sex, BMI, ethnicity and cancer stage. The final cohort selected
for the training set included 112 cancer cases matched to 120
pathology-free subjects. The model fitted to these data was then
used to predict a test set with 202 cancer cases with a matching set
of 208 control subjects.
The 7 genes included in the ColonSentry gene panel were
initially selected based on microarray gene profiling of control and
diseased patients [3,13]. At the time, it was unknown what, if any,
role these genes had in colorectal cancer. In 2009, our analysis
showed that ANXA3, CLEC4D, LMNB1, TNFAIP6, PRRG4
5

Currently, ColonSentry can be used to identify patients
at increased risk of CRC. Patients with a ColonSentry current
risk scores greater than or equal to 2 are advised to pursue
further evaluation with recommended screening modalities such
as colonoscopy. Additional studies are underway to identify
biomarkers which can predict CRC earlier, at the advanced
adenoma stage. Preliminary data suggests that the ColonSentry
biomarkers may play a role in the detection of advanced adenoma.
Studies are underway to determine how ColonSentry can be used,
or redefined, to detect CRC at the advanced adenoma stage.
The original population model only included confirmed
CRC cases and control cases which were confirmed free of CRC
and polyps or advanced adenoma by colonoscopy and biopsy. The
decision to exclude subjects with polyps or advanced adenoma
was driven by the long wait for the pathology to be confirmed
and the consequently small number for which confirmation was
available by the time the cancer-branch development was nearing
completion. Relative displacement between the model and actual
results may be attributed to the error in the estimate based on the
initial training set or analytical drifts over the period of several
years.

Conclusion
ColonSentry can be considered for use as an adjunct
method to colon cancer screening tests in non-compliant patient
populations.
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The peripheral blood transcriptome dynamically
reflects system wide biology: a potential diagnostic
tool
CHOONG-CHIN LIEW, JUN MA, HONG-CHANG TANG, RUN ZHENG, and
ADAM A. DEMPSEY
TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA AND BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

In our genome-wide survey of gene expression in human peripheral blood cells
using both an expressed sequence tag (EST) and a microarray hybridization approach, we identified the expression of a large proportion (approximately 80%) of
the genes encoded in the human genome. Comparison of the peripheral blood
transcriptome with genes expressed in nine different human tissue types revealed
that expression of over 80% was shared with any given tissue. We also sought to
determine whether those gene transcripts undetected by these methods were also
expressed in peripheral blood cells. Using reverse-transcriptase-polymerase chain
reaction, we detected additional tissue-specific gene transcripts including betamyosin heavy chain (heart specific) and insulin (specific to pancreatic islet beta
cells), in circulating blood cells. Arguably, the detection of low levels of tissuespecific transcripts could be considered products of “illegitimate” transcription;
however, our study also demonstrates that environmental conditions affect the
transcriptional regulation of insulin in the peripheral blood. We thus hypothesize that
blood cells can act as sentinels of disease and that we could capitalize on this
property of blood for the diagnosis/prognosis of disease (the “Sentinel Principle”).
Peripheral blood is an ideal surrogate tissue as it is readily obtainable, provides a
large biosensor pool in the form of gene transcripts, and response to changes in the
macro- and micro-environments is detectable as alterations in the levels of these
gene transcripts. (J Lab Clin Med 2006;147:126 –132)
Abbreviations: EST ⫽ expressed sequence tag; IRB ⫽ Independent Review Board; RT-PCR ⫽
reverse-transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction

T

he human body is nourished by a dynamic circulatory system; the cellular components of which
have a relatively rapid turnover rate.1 Blood is
classified as a fluid connective tissue, which can be
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defined as cells suspended in a fluid matrix functioning
to connect the entire biological system at the physiological level. Blood cells also constitute the first line of
the immune defense system, using an arsenal of neutrophils, eosinophils, basophils, B cells, T cells, and
monocytes to defend against foreign assault and injury.
Thus, the blood pervades the entire body, is in a constant state of renewal, and provides a protective barrier
between the external and internal environments.
The continuous interactions between blood cells and
the entire body gives rise to the possibility that subtle
changes occurring in association with injury or disease,
within the cells and tissues of the body, may trigger
specific changes in gene expression in blood cells reflective of the initiating stimulus. We thus set out to use
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the “Sentinel Principle” to demonstrate that blood could
serve diagnostic/prognostic purposes through profiling
gene expression in blood cells. We have now demonstrated that monitoring gene expression in blood results
in gene expression signatures reflective of over 35
different conditions in human subjects (see the U.S.
patent applications: No. 60/115,125, No. 09/477,148,
and No. 10/268,730; No. 10/601,518, No.10/802,875,
and PCT application No. PCT/US04/020836).2 Recent
studies by others also demonstrate the utility of peripheral blood as a source of significant information showing that gene expression profiles of circulating blood
cells were distinctive between persons,3 and alterations
in the expression profiles of blood cells were characteristic in a wide range of diseases, including juvenile
arthritis,4 hypertension,5–7 cancer,8,9 chronic fatigue
disease10 and neuronal injuries,11,12 lupus,13,14 transplantation,15 and under various environmental pressures, such as exercise,16 hexachlorobenzene exposure,17 arsenic exposure,18 and smoking.19 A recent
study by our group also demonstrated that psychiatric
disorders, specifically schizophrenia and bipolar disorder, could be distinguished through specific peripheral
blood gene expression profiles.20 This rapidly growing
body of evidence demonstrates the potential of using
peripheral blood as a surrogate tissue for traditional
tissue specimens for prognosis and diagnosis. Clearly
blood provides significant advantages for this purpose,
being readily available in large quantities with minimally invasive techniques.
An ideal surrogate tissue used in gene profiling analysis will be one that expresses many genes, most of
which are responsive to physiological or environmental
alterations. In this study, we found that genes previously believed to be restricted to non-blood tissues
were in fact expressed in peripheral blood cells. Our
results also suggest that the expression level of many
transcripts in blood cells are responsive to, and thus
indicative of, their micro-environment. These discoveries, in addition to the physical characteristics of circulating blood cells, prompted us to hypothesize that
circulating blood cells can function as “sentinels” that
respond to changes in the macro- or micro-environment
in organs, and that blood is an ideal surrogate tissue for
diagnostics.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Isolating RNA from human circulating blood cells. Approximately 10 mL of peripheral blood was collected from
each human subject. Research was carried out as required by
the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki. All sample
collection was approved by the collecting Institute’s IRB, and
written informed consents were provided in accordance with
the requirements of the IRB. All samples were immediately
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stored on ice until RNA isolation was initiated. All RNA
isolation was performed within 4 hours after blood collection.
The collected blood was mixed with three volumes of hemolysis buffer (EDTA 0.6 g/L, KHCO3 1.0 g/L, NH4Cl 8.2 g/L,
pH ⫽ 7.4) to lyse red blood cells. The samples were spun at
800 rcf for 10 minutes at 4°C. The resulting pellet was
washed with hemolysis buffer several times and treated with
TRIZOL reagent (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, Calif) to isolate total
RNA following the manufacturer’s instructions. Purity and
integrity of the RNA were assessed by absorbance at UV260/
280 and agarose gel electrophoresis. The quality of the RNA
isolated for microarray-based expression profiling was further
assessed on an Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100 using RNA 6000
Nano Chips (Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, Calif).
Cataloguing the blood transcriptome using ESTs. The
procedures of cDNA library construction and EST generation
were described previously.21 Briefly, RNAs from a pool of
five adult peripheral blood and one umbilical cord blood
sample were reverse transcribed into double-stranded cDNA
followed by end-modification and ligation into a lambda ZAP
Express vector; the assembled clones were then packaged into
lambda phage, resulting in two cDNA libraries. Phage
plaques were randomly picked, the cDNA insert amplified by
PCR, and the product sequenced from the 5=-end. A nonredundant list of identified gene transcripts was constructed
by performing sequence-based similarity clustering using the
TIGR Assembler,22 in which ESTs with an overlap of a
minimum of ⬎95% identity over 40 nt were considered to
represent the same transcript and grouped together to form
consensus sequences. The resultant EST cluster consensus
sequences and unclustered ESTs were annotated by searching
the Genbank data repositories with the BLAST algorithm
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). Those EST clusters and unclustered ESTs that matched the same gene transcript, based
on LocusLink Ids and Genbank Accession numbers, were
considered redundant, and a final non-redundant list of gene
transcripts was compiled.
Analysis of ESTs. The resulting 44,229 blood-derived ESTs
were randomly partitioned into 44 groups, 1000 ESTs per
group. A growth curve was plotted using Sigmaplot (Sysstat,
Richmond, Calif) to estimate the total number of expressed
genes in the blood transcriptome. The x-axis on the growth
curve represents the total number of ESTs assessed for unique
genes in increasing steps of 1000 ESTs (starting at 1000 to a
total of 44,229, or 43 steps); the y-axis represents the number
of unique genes identified within each group of ESTs. A
regression model, y ⫽ ax/(b ⫹ x), was chosen to fit the curve
using Sigmaplot. The coefficient “a” in the regression model
represents the number of genes contained in the cDNA library
studied, which is based on the mathematical concept that as x
approaches infinity, y ⫽ a. The coefficients “a” and “b” were
calculated using Sigmaplot. The 44 groups of ESTs were
randomly shuffled 20 times, resulting in 20 growth curves and
20 sets of coefficients “a” and “b.” The average and standard
deviation of the coefficients were calculated.
Affymetrix GeneChip profiling and data analysis. Total
RNA was extracted from 248 persons. Five micrograms of
each total RNA sample was used for hybridization on an
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Affymetrix U133Plus2 GeneChip (Affymetrix, Santa Clara,
Calif) following the manufacturer’s instructions. Genes
flagged as “present” or “marginal,” as determined by the
GeneChip Operating System (GCOS) software (Affymetrix),
in at least one hybridization were considered expressed genes.
LocusLink IDs were used as gene identifiers to generate a
non-redundant list of expressed genes. The gene count was
subsequently calculated from the non-redundant list of genes.
Comparing the tissue distribution of the circulating
blood cell transcriptome. Genes expressed in nine different

human tissue types, including brain, colon, heart, kidney,
liver, lung, prostate, spleen, and stomach, were retrieved from
the UniGene database (Build 179) at the National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). UniGene IDs were used to identify corresponding
LocusLink IDs. The 15,193 genes found expressed in circulating blood cells by microarray hybridization were compared
with those genes identified as expressed in one of the nine
tissues using LocusLink IDs.
Detecting tissue-specific transcripts in blood cells by
RT-PCR. The Titan One Tube RT-PCR System (Roche Di-

agnostics, Indianapolis, Ind) was used for all RT-PCRs.
The RT-PCR mixture contains 1 L of total RNA from
blood samples (0.1 g/L), 4 L dNTP mixture (2.5mM
each), 10 L 5X RT-PCR buffer, 2.5 L DTT-solution
(100 mM), 1 L of each primer (20 M): (1) beta-myosin
heavy chain (␤-MHC) (NM_000257): Forward =-GCTGGAACGTAGAGACTCCCTGCT-3= [spans exons 21/22],
Reverse 5=-GGATCCTTCCAGATCATCCACTTG-3= [spans
exons 24/25]; (2) insulin (INS) (NM_000207): Forward
5=-GCCCTCTGGGGACCTGAC-3= [exon 2], Reverse 5=ACCTGCCCCACCTGCAGG-3= [spans exons 2/3], and 1
L enzyme mixture.
RT-PCR was carried out at 55°C for 30 minutes for reverse
transcription, followed by 30 cycles at 94°C for 30 seconds,
at the appropriate annealing temperature for 20 seconds, and
72°C for 1 minute. A negative PCR control was done using
the Expand High Fidelity PCR system (Roche Diagnostics,
Indianapolis, Ind) to test whether any amplified product came
from genomic DNA contamination in the total RNA preparation. RT-PCR products were analyzed with 1% agarose
electrophoresis and purified using GeneClean (Bio101, Vista,
Calif). Purified RT-PCR products were sequenced from both
ends using BigDye terminator thermocycling chemistry (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, Calif) on an ABI 3770 automated sequencer (Applied Biosystems), and sequences were
annotated by searching the Genbank databases at the NCBI
using the BLAST program.
To assay for the gene expression of insulin, a drop of blood
was collected from each subject by a finger prick. The drop of
blood underwent red blood cell hemolysis as described above,
and the resulting pellet was re-suspended in 10 L water, 1
L of which was used directly as the RNA source for the
RT-PCR assays. Samples were collected at two different
physiologic states (ie, fasting and non-fasting) from the same
four persons for use in this assay.
The amplified insulin gene was quantified using the Quantity One v4.3.1 gel documentation system software (BioRad)

and the digitally captured agarose gel image. Briefly, an
equal-sized area encompassing each gel band was highlighted
on the digital image and the intensity within the selected area
was measured. Local background noise was determined by
averaging three selected sections of the scanned image, and
this value was subtracted from the experimental signal. A
t-test was used to determine statistical significance between
the intensity readings for the fasting (n ⫽ 4) and the nonfasting groups (n ⫽ 4).
RESULTS
Estimating the number of genes expressed in the blood

We generated a total of 44,229 blood-expressed sequence tags
from two blood cDNA libraries: an adult peripheral
leukocyte cDNA library (15,161 ESTs) and an umbilical cord blood cDNA library (29,068 ESTs). Overall,
10,013 unique transcripts were determined through sequence similarity-based clustering with references to
the GenBank, UniGene, and LocusLink databases. The
regression model, y ⫽ ax/(b ⫹ x), was chosen to fit the
curve because it provided the highest correlation coefficients and thus provided the best fit (Fig 1). The order
of the stepwise addition of the 44 EST groups was
randomized 20 times. The estimate of coefficients “a”
and “b” based on each growth curve was calculated.
The average of coefficient “a” was 16,409 with a standard deviation of 171. Thus, based on this model, we
estimate that ⬃16,400 genes are expressed in human
blood cells. Considering there are from 20,000 to
25,000 protein-coding genes in the human genome,23
this indicates that approximately 66% (16,400/25,000)–
82% (16,400/20,000) of the genes encoded in the human genome are expressed in human blood cells.
transcriptome using expressed sequence tags.

Estimating the number of genes expressed in the blood

For
this analysis, only genes with corresponding LocusLink
IDs were used to estimate the count of leukocyteexpressed genes. We investigated the approximate
19,924 unique genes with LocusLink IDs present on the
Affymetrix U133Plus2 GeneChips. A total of 39,204
probe sets were found in at least 1 of the 248 hybridizations, representing 16,304 unique genes with LocusLink IDs. Assuming the Affymetrix U133Plus2 GeneChip represents an unbiased sample of the entire
genome, we can estimate that approximately 81.8%
(16,304/19,924) of the genes encoded in the human
genome are expressed in human peripheral leukocytes.
Taking into consideration the genes that have not been
assigned LocusLink IDs, we can provide an estimate of
approximately 16,366 (20,000 ⫻ 81.8%)–20,450
(25,000 ⫻ 81.8%) genes expressed in human blood
cells.

transcriptome using Affymetrix GeneChip profiling.
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Fig 1. The EST-Gene growth curve. The x-axis represents the number of ESTs in the group used for unique gene
assessment, and the y-axis represents the mean number (n ⫽ 20 reiterations) of unique genes found within the
corresponding EST group. The regression model y ⫽ ax/(b ⫹ x) provided the best fit to the curve. The coefficient
a in the regression model represents the number of genes contained in the cDNA library studied, and b is a
coefficient related to the complexity of the cDNA library. The total number of expressed genes was estimated
based on the mathematical concept that as x approaches infinity, y ⫽ a.

Table I. Genes expressed in peripheral blood cells shared with one of nine human tissues
Tissues

Brain

Colon

Heart

Kidney

Liver

Lung

Number of
13961
13767
12440
13428
13840
15202
genes/expressed
Number of co-expressed 11428
11360
10472
11166
11490
12301
genes in blood
Percentage of co81.9%
82.5%
84.2%
83.2%
83.0%
80.9%
expressed genes in
blood

Comparing genes expressed in circulating blood cells
and genes expressed in nine human tissue types. A non-

redundant list of genes expressed in each of the nine
human tissue types was retrieved by searching the
UniGene database: Brain: 13,961; Colon: 13,767;
Heart: 12,440; Kidney: 13,429; Liver: 13,840; Lung:
15,202; Prostate: 11,706; Spleen: 13,224; and Stomach:
10,898. The comparison between blood expressed
genes (15,193 genes) and genes found in one of the
nine tissue types revealed that a large proportion of
genes expressed in the nine tissues are also expressed in
blood cells (Table I). Approximately 80% of genes
expressed in any of the nine tissues were also found
expressed in blood cells.
Detecting tissue-specific transcripts in blood cells by
RT-PCR. We examined the expression of two “tissue-

specific” genes in peripheral blood cells: ␤-MHC and
INS. These genes are normally associated with, and
primarily expressed in, the heart and pancreas, respectively. Because their expression in the blood is likely

Prostate

Spleen

Stomach

11706

13224

10898

9955

10892

9408

83.9%

85.0%

86.3%

occurring at very low levels, we could not detect their
expression in our blood cell EST database or in the
microarray hybridization experiment. However, in RTPCR, we successfully detected the transcripts of these
two genes in blood cells (Fig 2). The primers were
designed to span exon– exon junctions, and as such, no
genomic DNA should be amplified. PCR amplification
of the samples without RT did not result in any amplification products, which indicates no genomic DNA
contamination. The PCR products were subjected to
automated DNA sequencing and confirmed that the
products were generated from the targeted genes.
To determine whether environmental changes influenced expression of these low expressed genes, and to
remove the possibility that detection was the result of
leaky “illegitimate” transcription, we assayed the expression of the insulin gene in the blood from fasting
and non-fasting subjects. A significant difference in
insulin gene expression in the peripheral blood samples
was observed between the fasting and the non-fasting
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Fig 2. RT-PCR detection of “tissue-specific” gene expression in the peripheral blood. (A) RT-PCR was used
to assay the expression of ␤-myosin heavy chain (␤-MHC) in the peripheral blood from a single sample. The
expression of ␤-MHC was detected in the peripheral blood (RT), whereas the negative control (PCR) did not
result in amplification, which indicates no genomic DNA contamination in the samples used in the assay.
RT-PCR products for beta-MHC from both human adult and fetal heart tissue (RTAHand RTFH, respectively) are
also presented for reference. M indicates a molecular weight marker. (B) RT-PCR assay of insulin gene
expression in a drop of peripheral blood. Lanes 1, 3, 5, and 7 represent samples from subjects that underwent
overnight “fasting,” and lanes 2, 4, 6, and 8 represent corresponding samples from subjects that did not undergo
fasting or “non-fasting” samples. (C) Quantification of insulin RT-PCR in four subjects at fasting and
non-fasting states (P ⫽ 0.0033, n ⫽ 4, one-sample t-test). The error bars indicate standard deviation from the
mean. The y-axis represents signal intensity obtained from the scanned gel image in arbitrary units.

subjects (P ⫽ 0.0033) (Fig 2, B and C). Figures 2, A
and B were modified from U.S. patent application No.
60/115,125 with permission.
DISCUSSION

Using two independent methods, we estimated the
number of unique genes expressed in the blood transcriptome to be 16,000 to 20,000. The estimate derived
from microarray hybridization (81.1%) is similar to the
high end of the estimate derived from ESTs (82%). As
microarray is more sensitive than the EST approach, we
suggest peripheral blood cells express approximately
80% of the genes encoded by the human genome.
Comparison of the genes expressed in the blood against
a range of different tissues revealed that over 80% of
the genes expressed in other tissues overlapped with the

blood. Although many of these overlapping genes may
be considered “housekeeping” genes, the detection of
such a large number of genes shared between blood
cells and other tissues cannot be explained by housekeeping functions.
Gene transcription is considered a process under
strict control; only genes required by cells or tissues are
expressed. However, it has been reported that tissuespecific genes may be expressed in a non-tissue-specific
manner.24 –27 Ectopic expression describes “illegitimate” transcripts as products of basal transcription due
to the presence of ubiquitous transcription factors
and/or a net balance of negative and positive regulatory
factors. It has also been suggested that in higher eukaryotes, transcription initiation occurs at a low frequency and the process is regulated in a probabilistic
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manner,28 providing the opportunity for any gene to be
expressed, although at varying levels. In our study, we
detected the expression of two “tissue-specific” genes,
insulin and ␤-MHC, in peripheral blood. These findings
suggest that although the expression level of genes may
vary among different tissue or cell types, most genes
may be expressed in the blood at a detectable level
using conventional methods.
An ideal surrogate tissue used in gene profiling analysis will be one that expresses many genes, many of
which are responsive to physiological or environmental
alterations. Proving most genes are expressed in blood
cells has provided support for the first criteria of being
a successful surrogate tissue. Genes, in this context, can
be considered “bio-sensors.” Many genes provide the
potential of being able to detect various signals/stimuli.
However, the overall sensitivity of these “bio-sensors”
mainly relies on their capability of specific responses to
various signals/stimuli. Recent blood gene expression
studies have shown that the expression profiles of circulating blood cells do contain specific expression signatures in response to various physiological, pathological, and environmental changes.4 –20 In this study,
using insulin as an example, we observed that insulin
gene expression in blood seems to be influenced by
environmental conditions, specifically fasting and nonfasting states of normal subjects.
These findings suggest that circulating blood cells
have unique characteristics that make them a potential
new tool for diagnostics: (1) a large proportion of the
genes encoded in the human genome have detectable
levels of transcripts in circulating blood cells; (2) circulating blood cells come into contact with every cell in
the human body and provide an active defense against
insult and injury; and (3) macro- and micro-environment changes affect gene expression in blood cells.
Therefore, circulating blood cells may provide information as to the health or disease of any particular
tissue by the change of gene expression pattern of their
transcriptome.
In summary, we suggest that peripheral blood cells
express a large proportion of the genes in the human
genome, which can respond to changes occurring in the
macro- and micro-environment in the body. The continuous interactions between blood cells and the entire
body, combined with the fast turnover rate of blood
cells, gives rise to the possibility that subtle changes
occurring in association with injury or disease within
the cells and tissues of the body may trigger specific
changes in gene expression at a micro-level within the
blood cells. These changes can then be capitalized on as
biosensors for diagnostic purposes.
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Colorectal cancer (CRC), the third most frequently diagnosed
cancer in men and women in the United States and the
United Kingdom, carries an overall population lifetime risk
of about 5%.1,2 Despite being among the most preventable of
neoplasms and surgically curable in early stages, cancer of
the colon and rectum remains the second leading cause of
cancer death in the western world. In the United States,
150,000 people will be diagnosed with CRC in 2008 and
some 50,000 will die of their disease.1 Each year in the
United Kingdom, about 36,500 people receive a diagnosis of
CRC and some 16,000 die of it.2
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Most CRC arises from precursor adenomatous polyps,
developing over many years.3 Stage at detection is critically
related to patient survival. Localized cancers (tumor-nodemetastasis [TNM] Stages III) have an excellent 5-year survival prognosis (93% and 83%); regional stage (TNM Stage
III) patients have a 5-year survival rate about 60%; only 8%
of patients with late stage (TNM Stage IV) disease will survive 5 years.4 These features make CRC eminently suitable
for a screening program, and health authorities have long
promoted screening for CRC in average-risk adults, beginning at the age of 50 years.1,5,6
Despite repeated recommendations and awareness campaigns, however, populations have resisted CRC screening.
Paradoxically, although 90% of respondents in studies express
high interest in cancer screening in general and CRC screening in particular,7,8 screening compliance remains low. Only
about one-half of age-eligible Americans are current with recommended faecal- or endoscopic-based tests.9 In Canada,
only 24% of the target groups have ever been screened and a
mere 18% are up-to-date with recommendations.10 These
rates are much lower than compliance for breast and cervical
cancer screening, which range from 70–79% for mammography and for the Pap test.11
Low compliance reﬂects in large part the unpleasant nature of faecal procedures with varying degrees of dietary
restriction and requiring multiple stool samples, and endoscopic procedures, which require dietary restriction for colon
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Colorectal cancer (CRC) is often curable and preventable using current screening modalities. Unfortunately, screening
compliance remains low, partly due to patient dissatisfaction with faecal/endoscopic testing. Recent guidelines advise CRC
screening should begin with risk stratification. A blood-based test providing clinically actionable CRC risk information would
likely improve screening compliance and enhance clinical decision making. We analyzed 196 gene expression profiles to
select candidate CRC biomarkers. qRT-PCR was performed on 642 samples to develop a 7-gene biomarker panel using 112
CRC/120 controls (training set) and 202 CRC/208 controls (independent, blind test set). Panel performance characteristics and
disease prevalence (0.7%) were then used to develop a scale assessing an individual’s current risk of having CRC based on
his/her gene signature. A 7-gene panel (ANXA3, CLEC4D, LMNB1, PRRG4, TNFAIP6, VNN1 and IL2RB) discriminated CRC in the
training set (area under the receiver-operating-characteristic curve (ROC AUC), 0.80; accuracy, 73%; sensitivity, 82%;
specificity 64%). The independent blind test set confirmed performance (ROC AUC, 0.80; accuracy, 71%; sensitivity, 72%;
specificity, 70%). Individual gene profiles were compared against the population results and used to calculate the current
relative risk for CRC. We have developed a 7-gene, blood-based biomarker panel that can stratify subjects according to their
current relative risk across a broad range in an average-risk population. Across the continuous spectrum of risk as defined by
the current relative risk scale, it is possible to identify clinically meaningful reference points that can assist patients and
physicians in CRC screening decision making.
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cleansing, sedation and the necessity for taking time off work
and help getting home.12 Endoscopic procedures can also
result in serious complications. A recent Kaiser Permanente
study of 16,000 patients documented complications requiring hospital admission such as perforations and bleeding in 5
of every 1,000 patients undergoing colonoscopy.13 It is clear
that a safe, noninvasive blood test, which encourages patient
compliance, would be a welcome addition to the CRC screening armamentarium.
We and others have demonstrated that RNA proﬁling in
whole blood can be used to develop molecular signatures of
disease across a broad spectrum of pathology.14,15 Following
a preliminary study,16 for this study of 314 CRC patients and
328 controls, we characterized a 7-gene biomarker panel for
discriminating CRC based on patients’ blood RNA samples.
These biomarkers were selected after changing the collection
tubes from EDTA to Paxgene and the PCR from SYBR to
duplex TaqManV chemistries to improve the assay’s performance in terms of speciﬁcity and stability. We then developed
a test based on the performance characteristics of the 7-gene
panel in conjunction with the prevalence of CRC (0.7%) in
the average-risk population17 that enables us to assess a
patient’s current relative risk of having CRC. We further
demonstrated the beneﬁt of stratifying patients based on their
current relative risk of having CRC in the context of CRC
screening in the general population, similar to a stratiﬁcation
strategy proposed for breast cancer prevention.18
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Material and Methods
Patient samples

Blood samples were taken from screening colonoscopy subjects at 25 centers located primarily in the Greater Toronto
Area and surrounding region and also in the United States.
Samples were collected over a period of 3 years, from March
2005 to March 2008. The uniformity of collection procedures
at the different sites was ensured through following identical
study protocol, uniform training of personnel and monitoring
of the sites for protocol adherence. Informed consent was
obtained according to protocols approved by each institution’s Research Ethics Board. Initially, all subjects were enrolled at the colonoscopy clinics; however, the low incidence
rate of CRC in this population meant that most samples collected were conﬁrmed to be noncancer. As a result, it became
necessary to augment the number of cancer samples using
samples from cancer clinic patients with positive colonoscopy
results. Blood samples in these cases were collected before
any form of treatment, including surgery. Patients enrolled at
colonoscopy clinics donated blood before the colonoscopy.
Samples were categorized after pathologist reports were
reviewed. Controls comprised samples from subjects with no
pathology at colonoscopy; disease blood samples were from
colonoscopy-conﬁrmed CRC patients, who had not undergone CRC treatment. Institutional pathologists determined
cancer stage.

Blood collection and RNA isolation

For microarray study, samples of peripheral whole blood (10
ml) were collected in EDTA Vacutainer (Beckton Dickinson)
tubes (to avoid the high globin transcript problem associated
with the PAXgene system) and processed as described
previously.16
For qRT-PCR, blood collected in PAXgeneTM tubes (PreAnalytiX) was processed according to PAXgeneTM Blood
RNA Kit protocol. The PAXgene system is more suitable for
RT-PCR studies and clinical applications due to its ability to
immediately stabilize RNA and to keep it stable over a longer
period of time, thereby providing greater ﬂexibility in sample
collection.
For all samples, RNA quality was assessed using a 2100
Bioanalyzer RNA 6000 Nano Chip (Agilent Technologies).
All samples met quality criteria: RIN  7.0; 28S:18S rRNA
ratio  1.0, and a validated Agilent bioanalyzer scan. RNA
quantity was determined by absorbance at 260 nm in a
DU640 Spectrophotometer (Beckman-Coulter).
Microarray hybridization

Microarray hybridizations were carried out on whole blood
samples to generate gene expression proﬁles from CRC and
control subjects and to identify potential CRC biomarkers for
subsequent validation by qRT-PCR. Standard protocols,
established in GeneNews, were followed in blood sample
processing, RNA extraction and puriﬁcation, probe labeling
and hybridization. Five micrograms of total RNA per sample
was used for hybridization, following standard Affymetrix
protocol. All hybridizations were probe-level processed by
GC-RMA using GeneSpring. Unreliable measurements, identiﬁed by the crossgene-error model built in GeneSpring, were
removed from further analysis.
Microarray sample size calculation. The sample size calcula-

tion for microarrays was based on data published in early
2008, which estimated that 100 samples per group are
required to achieve adequate power (0.80) with a Type I
error less than 0.05 and a fold change over 1.2 for a large
proportion (over 75%) of genes being investigated.16 We used
SAM package under R software (as described in Ref. 19).
Blood samples were collected from 97 CRC and 99 control
subjects. Samples were matched for sex, age, body mass index
(BMI), ethnicity, comorbidity and medication. A total of 196
blood expression proﬁles were generated by Affymetrix
U133Plus2.0 GeneChips.
Hybridization data processing and normalization. To assess
whether there was any batch effect, principal component
analysis (PCA) was used, and different factors, including chip
lot, hybridization date, sample collection site, were labeled on
PCA plots. It was noticed that the hybridization date seemed
to be the main batch effect factor, and it was decided to
remove this effect by using mean-centering on GeneSpring.
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Hybridization quality analysis and outlier detection. All

hybridizations passed the quality thresholds for Affymetrix
GeneChip suggested by the manufacturer. A number of
hybridizations showed larger deviation in certain quality control parameters from the rest.
More detailed analyses using Pearson’s correlation of the
expression proﬁles and PCA plots identiﬁed 7 hybridizations,
which were among the top 10 highest in GAPDH and
ACTIN 30 /50 ratios, suggesting the deviation of these samples
from the rest might be caused by lower RNA integrity. The
decision was made to exclude these 7 hybridizations from
further analysis, resulting in a ﬁnal total of 189 samples (98
controls and 91 CRC) for downstream analysis.
Quantitative reverse-transcriptase polymerase
chain reaction
Calculation of sample size for RT-PCR. In the computation of

the sample size, we used a signiﬁcance level a ¼ 0.05 in each
group, to detect a true difference in means of D = 0 with
power at least 1  b is
n¼

ðza þ zb Þ2 ðr21 þ r22 Þ
;
D2

where r1 is the standard deviation in the control group and r2
is the standard deviation in the CRC group, given za ¼ 1.645
and a power equal to 0.9 (b ¼ 0.1 given zb ¼ 1.28). To compute
the standard deviations and the difference delta, we randomly
selected a number of cohorts using 15 control/15 CRC and 30
control/30 CRC in bootstrap sampling. The calculation was
based on the data as described previously16 and current data,
which indicated that at least 67 samples per group are required.
Primers and probes for RT-PCR assay. Primers and probes
were designed with Primer3 software.20 Primers had to amplify
the same transcript as the Affymetrix probeset that was
selected from the microarray study. Preference was given to
primers matching the region of the Affymetrix probeset. Primers, probe or the amplicon had to span an exon–exon junction to avoid ampliﬁcation of genomic DNA. The primers and
probe must also be speciﬁc to genes of interest and not able to
amplify any other products. Genes were tested both in singleplex and in duplex reaction conditions, and similar Ct values
were observed for the same gene in each condition, indicating
that the expression levels of the genes were not affected by the
presence of a duplex partner in the reaction well.
One microgram of RNA was reverse transcribed into
single-stranded complementary DNA (cDNA) using High
Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Applied Biosystems) in a 20 lL reaction volume. For PCR, 20 ng cDNA
was mixed with QuantiTectV Probe PCR Master Mix (Qiagen) and TaqManV dual-labeled probe and primers corresponding to the gene-of-interest and denominator in a 25 lL
reaction volume. PCR ampliﬁcation was performed using a
7500 real-time PCR system (Applied Biosystems).
R

R
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Quality assurance processes included veriﬁcation of negative template control for lack of ampliﬁcation, review of
ampliﬁcation curve shape for adequate signal, difference
between duplicate wells and stability of the positive reference
sample. Samples that failed these quality control checks were
repeated. Samples that failed a second time were excluded
from the analysis.
Validation of the biomarkers. Quantitative RT-PCR experi-

ments were performed in 2 phases. First, each gene of interest
was assayed in the 232-sample training set in duplex with an
endogenous reference gene (ACTB; beta actin) to identify genes
with statistically signiﬁcantly different expression levels
between CRC and controls (see ‘‘Characterization of 7-gene
panel’’ section later, for more details). Gene expression differences were estimated using the ‘‘comparative cycle threshold
(DCt) method’’ of relative quantiﬁcation,21 normalizing the Ct
values relative to the reference gene. This was performed by
calculating DCtsample ¼ Cttargetgene  Ctreferencegene. The relative
fold-change (CRC vs. controls) was represented as 2DDCt,
where DDCt ¼ mean DCtCRCsamplesmean DCtcontrolsamples.
In the second phase, we devised a tray format to evaluate
simultaneously all 6 duplex reactions of 7 genes for each
sample to conﬁrm the results from the initial phase. We
selected 6 genes that were statistically signiﬁcantly overexpressed in CRC vs. controls (p < 0.01). We chose IL2RB, an
underexpressed gene, as the common duplex partner to reassay the 232-sample training set with each of the 6 overexpressed genes. This format allows calculation of an ‘‘UP/
DOWN’’ gene expression ratio between each overexpressed
CRC biomarker gene and its duplex partner, IL2RB, from the
difference of their Ct values. Gene expression ratios using
small numbers of rationally selected genes have been established as highly accurate for distinguishing clinical groups,
eliminating the need for a third reference (housekeeping)
gene.22 A nonparametric Mann–Whitney test evaluated statistical signiﬁcance of differences between control and CRC
mRNA levels.23
The qRT-PCR training set was composed of 232 disease
and control samples. Cancer samples were matched for age,
sex, BMI and ethnicity to an approximately equal number of
control samples.
An independent blind test set was composed of 410 average-risk subjects (202 CRC/208 control): only patients aged
 50 years with no cancer or chemotherapy history, no previous record of colorectal disease (adenomatous polyps, CRC
or inﬂammatory bowel disease) and no ﬁrst-degree relatives
with CRC were enrolled. Cancer samples were matched for
sex, BMI and ethnicity to an approximately equal number of
control samples. The average age of disease samples was 3.6
years older than that of control samples. Furthermore, less
than 10% of the subjects had advanced (Stage IV) disease
(Table 1). Thus, the vast majority had local (Stage I/II) or regional (Stage III) disease, amenable to resection and appropriate adjuvant therapy. These selected samples were then
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Table 1. Clinical characteristics of the patient cohorts
Training set
Characteristics

Control

CRC

No.

120

112

Age (mean 6 SD)

66.0 6 11.5

67.5 6 12.5

Sex, no. (%)

Test set
1

p value

0.29

Control

CRC

208

202

64.7 6 8.7

68.3 6 10.1

0.50

Male

69 (57.5)

70 (62.5)

138 (66.3)

122 (60.4)

51 (42.5)

42 (37.5)

70 (33.7)

80 (39.6)

BMI, mean 6 SD

26.7 6 4.2

27.4 6 4.8

26.6 6 6.1

26.5 6 6.8

0.57

<0.001
0.22

Female

Ethnicity, no. (%)

p value1

0.75
0.892

0.20

White

101 (84.2)

91 (81.3)

162 (77.9)

138 (68.3)

Asian

9 (7.5)

6 (5.4)

32 (15.4)

35 (17.3)

Black

7 (5.8)

7 (6.3)

8 (3.9)

8 (4.0)

Hispanic

3 (2.5)

3 (2.7)

3 (1.4)

3 (1.5)

Other

–

5 (4.5)

3 (1.4)

2 (1.0)

N/A

–

–

–

16 (7.9)

I

–

31 (27.7)

–

62 (30.7)

II

–

31 (27.7)

–

55 (27.2)

III

–

33 (29.5)

–

64 (31.7)

IV

–

11 (9.8)

–

17 (8.4)

Unclassified

–

6 (5.4)

–

4 (2.0)

TNM stage, no. (%)

Early Detection and Diagnosis

1
p values for age and BMI were calculated by Mann–Whitney test; p values for sex and ethnicity were calculated by Fisher’s exact test. 2Samples of
‘‘N/A’’ were excluded from the calculation.

randomized and assigned blinded identiﬁcation before the
experiment, and data analysis was subsequently performed by
scientists blinded to the disease status.
Characterization of 7-gene panel

The 7 genes were derived from a larger set of genes initially
identiﬁed by microarray analysis and validated by qRT-PCR.
Brieﬂy, a candidate list of 45 genes was assembled from several previous microarray results and the current microarray
results. From 45 candidate genes derived from gene proﬁling
and cluster analysis we used multiple criteria, including level
of fold-change, expression intensity and primer optimization
to prioritize 20 genes for further study. These 20 genes were
further validated using qRT-PCR against an initial cohort
and combinations of between 2 and 14 of these 20 genes
were then evaluated for predictive performance using both a
standard logistic regression approach and a nested bootstrapping analysis. This revealed that a 7-gene panel was optimal
in terms of unbiased prediction accuracy. One thousand iterations of randomized 5-fold and 10-fold stratiﬁed bootstrapping (subsampling with replacement) were conducted at various stages to guide the gene selection process.
Constructing a predictive model

We constructed a predictive, logistic regression model using
the 6 DCt values from the 232 samples in the training set to

determine the coefﬁcients of these DCt values to the log-odd
value in the predictive model23: ln½p=ð1  pÞ ¼ c0 þ
P6
g¼1 cg  DCtg , where p is the probability of samples being
predicted as CRC and {Cg} are coefﬁcients of logistic regression. Optimum threshold for best accuracy on the training
set was estimated using MedCalc (MedCalc software, Mariakerke, Belgium).
To check for hidden subgroups, a bootstrap technique was
applied to train a total of 10,000 logistic regression predictive
models.
In each of 100 iterations, 40 randomly selected control
and 40 randomly selected CRC samples were set aside as
testing data. From the remaining samples, 48 control and 48
CRC samples (2/3 of remaining CRC samples) were again
randomly selected to train a Logistic regression candidate
model. If the area under the receiver-operating-characteristic
curve (ROC AUC) of the candidate model reached 0.75 or
better, the candidate model was accepted as a predictive
model. A total of 100 predictive models were generated in
the bootstrap iteration. A total of 10,000 predictive models
were generated from these 100 bootstrap iterations. The average coefﬁcients of the 10,000 predictive models were selected
as the coefﬁcients of the 6 DCt values to the log-odd value in
the ﬁnal predictive model. The standard deviations of the
coefﬁcients yielded an estimate of the robustness of the
model. The coefﬁcients of variation (CV) were less than 1.1%
C 2009 UICC
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for the 6 genes. These very low CV values are indicative that
the population is quite homogeneous. The models were then
applied to the 6 DCts from the training and blind sets to predict the CRC status of the samples. As expected, both models
(derived directly from the entire 232-sample set and the average from the bootstrap) generated virtually the same scores
(R2 ¼ 0.9998). Log-odd values generated from the predictive
model were designated logistic regression scores24; subjects
with scores greater than 0 were classiﬁed ‘‘CRC.’’
Calculating current relative risk for CRC

Bayes’ theorem was applied to calculate the current relative
risk (CURR) for CRC using logistic regression scores.25 The
logistic regression score distributions of CRC and controls
were ﬁrst used to determine corresponding distributions in
the average-risk population. Then, given a subject’s logistic
regression score, Bayes’ theorem was applied to calculate the
probability of the subject having CRC, using the obtained
logistic regression score distributions of CRC and non-CRC
in the average-risk population as conditional probability density functions and the CRC prevalence (0.7%) as the a priori
probability.25
Unless otherwise speciﬁed, all statistical analyses were carried out using ‘‘R.’’3

Results

Benjamini-Hochberg false discovery rate (BH-FDR) analysis
with cutoff of 0.01 resulted in a total of 1,092 probesets identiﬁed as differentially expressed genes (Fig. 1).
To prioritize these biomarker candidates for real-time RTPCR validation, the following criteria were applied to shorten
the gene list: (i) average expression intensity above 50; (ii)
known genes; (iii) fold change (mean) > 1.2 and fold change
(median) > 1.15 or fold change (median) > 1.2 and fold
change (mean) > 1.17 and (iv) high- probe design grade,
low-probe crosshybridization and cluster evidence supported
by mRNA. This analysis resulted in a total of 45 biomarker
candidates for CRC (data not shown).
Seven-gene CRC biomarker panel: Development
and validation

From the short list of candidate genes identiﬁed by the
microarray studies, 20 were validated on a training set of 232
samples (112 CRC and 120 controls) using TaqManV qRTPCR (data not shown). Seven genes were selected for the
development of our CRC biomarker panel. Six of them
(ANXA3, CLEC4D, LMNB1, PRRG4, TNFAIP6 and VNN1)
were overexpressed (1.31- to 1.67-fold), and 1 (IL2RB) was
underexpressed (0.84-fold) in CRC when compared with controls. We chose the underexpressed IL2RB as the common
denominator for all overexpressed genes to compute UP/
DOWN gene expression ratios and to examine the accuracy
of the ratios in classifying the 232 samples with respect to
R

C 2009 UICC
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Figure 1. Heat map of gene expression and hierarchical cluster
diagram showing 1,092 probe sets and the 91 CRC and 98 control
samples. Dendrogram generated using ‘‘Heatmap’’ function in R,
using default settings for the clustering algorithm.

group membership (Table 2). We calculated 6 UP/DOWN
gene expression ratios per sample (Methods). All 6 ratios
were statistically signiﬁcantly different (p < 0.001) between
the groups.
Logistic regression multivariate analysis of the 6 ratios
from the expression values of the 7 genes was used to train a
predictive model for CRC (see Material and Methods section). The model correctly classiﬁed 92 of 112 CRC and 77
of 120 controls in the training set [performance characteristics: 73% accuracy; 82% sensitivity; 64% speciﬁcity; 68% positive predictive value (PPV); and 79% negative predictive
value (NPV) (Fig. 2a). The corresponding area under the receiver-operating-characteristic curve (AUC) was 0.80 6 0.03
(95% CI: 0.74–0.85, Fig. 2b).
To validate predictive performance of the 7-gene combination generated from the training set, we quantiﬁed mRNA
levels for the same 7 genes by qRT-PCR using a blind independent average-risk cohort [410 samples; 202 CRC; 208
controls] (Table 1). Test set subject identiﬁcations were
blinded, then scored using the logistic regression model
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Table 2. Colorectal cancer (CRC) biomarker gene list and differential expression in the training set (112 CRC and 120 controls)
Gene
symbol5

Gene name

Sequence
accession ID

Fold
change1

Fold change
p value2

Expression
ratio3

Expression
ratio p value2

Expression
ratio AUC4

ANXA3

Annexin A3

NM_005139

1.67

<0.001

1.71

<0.001

0.71

CLEC4D

C-type lectin domain family
4, member D

NM_080387

1.39

0.002

1.50

<0.001

0.66

IL2RB

Interleukin 2 receptor, beta

NM_000878

0.84

0.01

–

–

–

LMNB1

Lamin B1

NM_005573

1.31

<0.001

1.37

<0.001

0.68

PRRG4

Proline rich Gla
(G-carboxyglutamic acid)
4 (transmembrane)

NM_024081

1.58

<0.001

1.72

<0.001

0.76

TNFAIP6

Tumor necrosis factor,
alpha-induced protein 6

NM_007115

1.50

<0.001

1.58

<0.001

0.66

VNN1

Vanin 1

NM_004666

1.48

<0.001

1.53

<0.001

0.67

1

2

3

Determined by qRT-PCR analysis using ACTB (reference) gene as denominator. Calculated by Mann–Whitney test. Determined by qRT-PCR analysis
using IL2RB (underexpressed) gene as denominator. 4Area under receiver-operating-characteristic curve. 5Biomarker candidates were screened by
microarray (5 lg of total blood RNA extracted from blood collected into EDTA tubes was hybridized to U133Plus2.0 GeneChip, Affymetrix).

generated from the training set, resulting in 146 correct CRC
predictions and 145 correct control predictions. Hence, the
performance characteristics showed 71% accuracy, 72% sensitivity, 70% speciﬁcity, 70% PPV and 72% NPV (Fig. 2c). The
AUC was 0.80 6 0.02 (95% CI: 0.76–0.84, Fig. 2d).

Early Detection and Diagnosis

Using the biomarker panel to assess current relative risk
for CRC

An assay based on the 7-gene biomarker panel was developed
to assess individual CURR for having CRC. Logistic regression score distributions of CRC and non-CRC samples in the
test set were used to determine the corresponding distributions of the average-risk population (Fig. 3a).26 Bayes’ theorem was used to calculate an individual’s CURR, deﬁned as
the ratio of the probability of having CRC to the CRC prevalence, based on their blood-sample gene expression proﬁle
(see Material and Methods section). At CURR ¼ 1, a subject
has the same CRC risk as the unstratiﬁed average-risk population. At CURR ¼ 10, the subject has a 10-fold risk increase.
Similarly, at CURR ¼ 0.1, the subject has a 10-fold risk
decrease.
CURR distributions of the 202 CRC and 208 controls in
the test set are plotted in Figure 3b. Of CRC samples, 59
(29%) had CURR < 1 and 143 (71%) had CURR > 1. By
comparison, 147 (71%) controls had CURR < 1 and 61
(29%) had CURR > 1. At CURR ¼ 1, PPV was 70%, and
NPV was 72%.
Stratification of average-risk population for
current CRC risk

Using CRC prevalence (0.7%) and the ﬁtted distributions of
logistic regression scores for CRC and non-CRC in Figure
3a, we plotted the corresponding cumulative distributions of
average-risk population and of CRC patients as a function of
CURR in Figure 3c. The distribution of average-risk population was calculated by combining the distributions of CRC

and non-CRC patients with appropriate coefﬁcients to
account for CRC prevalence. The top 5% population for CRC
risk is expected to have relative risk levels no less than 3.5:
32% of the CRC patients would fall within this group. The
bottom 5% population for CRC relative risk is expected to
have risk no greater than 0.066; only 0.2% of CRC patients
would fall within this group. Hence, the most central 90% of
the average-risk population spreads across a 53-fold difference in risk.
Across the continuous spectrum of risk, reference points
can be identiﬁed to assist CRC screening decision making
(Figure 3d and Table 3). For example, CURR ¼ 2 indicates a
2-fold risk increase. Patients with CURR  2 have a current
CRC risk equal-to or greater-than having a ﬁrst-degree relative with CRC.27,28 We expect 12% of the average-risk population and 51% of CRC patients have CURR  2. The corresponding PPV is 3.0%. Conversely, CURR ¼ 0.5 correlates
with a 2-fold decrease in current CRC risk. We expect 51%
of average-risk patients and 12% of CRC patients to have RR
 0.5. The corresponding population-based NPV is 99.8%. In
comparison, the population-based PPV is only 0.7%, and the
population-based NPV is 99.3% for the unstratiﬁed, averagerisk population.

Discussion
Clinical practice guidelines for CRC population screening
were recently updated,29 and it was concluded that ‘‘ideally,
screening should be supported in a programmatic fashion that
begins with risk stratiﬁcation and the results from an initial
test and continues through proper follow-up based on ﬁndings.’’ Here, we have addressed this need for risk stratiﬁcation,
showing that whole-blood gene expression proﬁling can stratify the CURR that an individual has CRC.
We recruited patients from 25 North American colonoscopic study centers. Using our extensive experience in gene
proﬁling to identify blood-based disease biomarkers from
C 2009 UICC
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Figure 2. (a) Display of logistic regression (LogReg) scores of control (non-CRC) and colorectal cancer (CRC) samples in the training set (112
CRC and 120 controls). Logistic regression scores were calculated from a self-trained logistic regression model. The horizontal line at 0
indicates the CRC vs. control decision threshold. Samples were predicted as CRC if their logistic regression scores were equal to or greater
than 0. The performance of the predictive model on the training set had the following characteristics: 73% accuracy, 82% sensitivity, 64%
specificity, 68% positive predictive value (PPV) and 79% negative predictive value (NPV). (b) Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve
of the training set (thick solid line). Thin lines on either side of the central thick line indicate 95% confidence interval (CI) of the ROC
curve. The area under ROC curve (AUC) was 0.80, and its 95% CI was 0.74–0.85. (c) Displays of logistic regression scores of control and
CRC samples in the test set (202 CRC and 208 controls). Logistic regression scores were calculated from the logistic regression model
trained on the training set. The horizontal line at 0 indicates the CRC vs. control decision threshold that was fixed by the training set.
Samples were predicted as CRC if their logistic regression scores were equal to or greater than 0. The performance of the predictive model
on the test set had the following characteristics: 71% accuracy, 72% sensitivity, 70% specificity, 70% PPV and 73% NPV. (d) ROC curve of
the test set (thick solid line). Thin lines on either side of central thick line indicate 95% CI of the ROC curve. The AUC was 0.80, and its
95% CI was 0.76–0.84.

microarray-derived candidate genes,14 we identiﬁed and validated a 7-gene biomarker panel for CRC detection on 642
well-categorized, sex-, BMI- and ethnically matched CRC
patients and controls. These biomarkers enabled the development of a scale to stratify average-risk patients into subgroups
based on an assessment of their CURR of having CRC.
C 2009 UICC
Int. J. Cancer: 126, 1177–1186 (2010) V

The whole-blood biomarkers identiﬁed in this study are
likely not conventional tumor-derived cancer biomarkers but
rather reﬂect subtle alterations in blood gene expression
serving as a systemic response to disease, possibly acting
to maintain homeostasis30 or mediating disease pathology.
Thus, for example, 1 of the biomarker genes identiﬁed in this
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Figure 3. (a) Distributions of logistic regression (LogReg) scores of colorectal cancer (CRC) and control (non-CRC) samples in the test set
(202 CRC and 208 controls) (Note: The test set was drawn from a population composed entirely of average-risk subjects.) The 2
distributions were tested as normal based on Shapiro-Wilk normality test (22) (p ¼ 0.82 for the distribution of control samples and 0.77
for that of CRC samples). The variances of the 2 distributions were tested as equal (p ¼ 0.46 by F test). The 2 distributions were fitted to
normal distributions with equal variance. (b) Relative risk distributions of 208 control and 202 CRC samples in the average-risk population
test set. (c) Cumulative CURR distributions of the average-risk population (thin solid line) and the CRC subpopulation (thick solid line). The
distribution of average-risk population was calculated by combining the distributions of CRC and non-CRC with appropriate coefficients to
account for CRC prevalence 0.7%. For any point (x, y) on a cumulative distribution curve, the y value indicates the fraction of population
whose relative risks are equal to or greater than the x value. (d) CURR scale for stratifying patients.
Table 3. Stratification of average-risk population (ARP) for colorectal cancer (CRC)
Population

Relative risk

ARP (%)

CRC detected (%)

Average-risk (base state, unstratified)
Increased risk

Decreased risk

PPV (%)

NPV (%)

0.7

99.3

2.0

12

51

3.0

1.0

28

73

1.8

0.5

51

12

99.8

0.3

34

5

99.9

PPV: positive predictive value; NPV: negative predictive value; ARP: average risk population.

study, ANXA3, encodes annexin A3, a potential factor mediating angiogenesis.31 Angiogenesis, the generation of new
blood vessels from existing vasculature, is involved in the
growth of tumors and may facilitate metastasis.
Another biomarker of interest in carcinogenesis, IL2RB
encodes the beta chain of the interleukin 2 (IL2) receptor: a

key factor in T-cell-mediated immune responses. Increased
expression of IL2 and its receptor complex has been associated with breast tumor development and increased malignancy.32 IL2 and IL2R expression have been reported in
other types of tumors, including stomach, renal, squamous
cell, melanoma and prostate (Ref. 32). In our study, IL2RB is
C 2009 UICC
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Figure 4. Colorectal cancer (CRC) detection rates as a function of
colonoscopy capacity for an average-risk population with or
without prescreening by gene expression profiling on their blood
samples. Without prescreening, CRC detection rate equals capacity
(assuming perfect sensitivity by colonoscopy). With prescreening,
colonoscopy capacity can be used to determine a CURR threshold
(Fig. 3c) to select patients whose CRC risks are equal to or greater
than the threshold for colonoscopy. As shown in Figure 3c, the
fraction of CRC patients is always higher than that of the averagerisk population at any given current relative risk threshold. Hence,
a greater number of CRC patients can be diagnosed by combining
prescreening with colonoscopy. For example, at 10%, 20%, 30%
and 40% colonoscopy capacity, the corresponding CRC detection
rates for an average-risk population can be improved to 47%,
64%, 75% and 83%, respectively.

underexpressed in CRC patient blood, suggesting a homeostatic regulatory attempt to modulate this factor.
CRC screening saves lives, but patient compliance with
faecal testing and endoscopy remains low.4 Although colonoscopy is considered a CRC diagnostic ‘‘gold standard,’’ as a
screening tool the technology has limitations. Many are
averse to the procedure, and most healthcare systems have
limited capacity; even in the United States, colonoscopy
capacity is insufﬁcient to adequately screen the entire average-risk population.33 Furthermore, the 0.5% incidence of
signiﬁcant colonoscopy-associated morbidity13 is of concern
given low CRC prevalence (0.7%) in the over 50, average-risk
population. A blood-based test providing clinically actionable

CRC risk information would likely enhance screening compliance and facilitate clinical decision making.
The 7-gene test can be incorporated into CRC decision
making in several ways. A blood test would beneﬁt patients
who desire information about their CRC status but refuse
screening due to dislike of screening options. In particular,
identiﬁcation of increased current CRC risk may facilitate
colonoscopy decision making for these patients, who would
otherwise refuse colonoscopy.
Second, in healthcare systems with limited colonoscopy
capacity, this approach could help prioritize patients at greatest current risk for CRC, similar to the proposed breast
cancer stratiﬁcation strategy.17 Figure 4 plots CRC detection
rates, with and without prescreening, as a function of colonoscopy capacity in the average-risk population. Combining
prescreening and colonoscopy can detect 2.1–4.7 times more
cancers, when colonoscopy capacity is between 10% and
40%, which is the case in most countries. For example, in the
CURR  2.0 group, PPV is 3.0%, representing a 4-fold
increase in CRC detection rate per colonoscopy performed
(compared with base-state PPV of 0.7% for the unstratiﬁed
average-risk population; Table 3).
Furthermore, identifying patients with diminished current
CRC risk can help enhance physician and patient decision
making. As Table 3 shows, 34% of the average-risk population have a CRR  0.3. Only 0.1% of patients in this range
are expected to have CRC (NPV ¼ 99.9%). Provision of this
type of novel, decreased-risk information can help facilitate
subsequent screening decision making that is tailored to a
patient’s individual circumstances. It can also help ensure
that ﬁnite colonoscopy resources are directed to those with
greatest risk.
In sum, this 7-gene biomarker combination enabled development of a scale providing enriched information about an
individual’s CURR for having CRC. As a blood test, it
addresses 1 of the greatest challenges currently limiting CRC
screening effectiveness: lack of compliance. Additionally, by
identifying patients with enhanced CURR (increased PPVs)
and with diminished CURR (increased NPVs), this approach
can help healthcare providers assess need for increased monitoring or further workup, and help tailor the use of invasive
and expensive procedures to those most likely to beneﬁt.
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left- and right-sided colorectal neoplasms:
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Abstract
Background: Colonoscopy is widely regarded to be the gold standard for colorectal cancer (CRC) detection. Recent
studies, however, suggest that the effectiveness of colonoscopy is mostly confined to tumors on the left side of the
colon (descending, sigmoid, rectum), and that the technology has poor tumor detection for right-sided (cecum,
ascending, transverse) lesions. A minimally invasive test that can detect both left-sided and right-sided lesions could
increase the effectiveness of screening colonoscopy by revealing the potential presence of neoplasms in the
right-sided “blind spot”.
Methods: We previously reported on a seven-gene, blood-based biomarker panel that effectively stratifies a
patient’s risk of having CRC. For the current study, we assessed the effectiveness of the seven-gene panel for the
detection of left- and right-sided CRC lesions. Results were evaluated for 314 patients with CRC (left-sided: TNM I,
65; TNM II, 57; TNM III, 60; TNM IV, 17; unknown, 9. right-sided: TNM I, 28; TNM II, 29; TNM III, 38; TNM IV, 12;
unknown, 1 and including two samples with both left and right lesions) and 328 control samples. Blood samples
were obtained prior to clinical staging and therapy. Most CRC subjects had localized disease (stages I and II, 58%);
regional (stage III) and systemic (stage IV) disease represented 32% and 9%, respectively, of the study population.
Results: The panel detected left-sided (74%, 154/208) and right-sided (85%, 92/108) lesions with an overall
sensitivity of 78% (215/316) at a specificity of 66% (215/328). Treatable cancer (stages I to III) was detected with
left-sided lesion sensitivity of 76% (138/182) and right-sided sensitivity of 84% (80/95).
Conclusion: This seven-gene biomarker panel detected right-sided CRC lesions across all cancer stages with a
sensitivity that is at least equal to that for left-sided lesions. This study supports the use of this panel as the basis for
a patient-friendly, blood-based test that can be easily incorporated into a routine physical examination in advance
of colonoscopy to provide a convenient companion diagnostic and a pre-screening alert, ultimately leading to
enhanced CRC screening effectiveness.
Keywords: Colorectal cancer, Biomarkers, Microarray, Blood gene expression, Colonoscopy

Background
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most common cancer
and the second most common cause of cancer deaths in
the United States and Canada. The disease is expected to
be diagnosed in approximately 142,820 Americans in
2013, and an estimated 50,830 people are expected to die
of CRC in that year [1]. In Canada an estimated 23,900
* Correspondence: cliew@genenews.com
1
GeneNews Ltd, 2 East Beaver Creek Road, Building 2, Richmond Hill, Ontario,
Canada
Full list of author information is available at the end of the article

Canadians will be diagnosed with CRC in 2013, and 9,200
Canadians will die of the disease [2].
In the National Polyp Study, colonoscopy with adenoma
removal was associated with a reduction in CRC as high
as 90% [3]. Recently, however, several reports have
questioned whether colonoscopy as practiced in the community reduces CRC and mortality to the same degree as
that reported by highly specialized cancer centers [4-7].
Studies have found that although colonoscopy effectiveness is high for lesions that arise on the left side of the
colon, the procedure fails to confer similar levels of

© 2013 Chao et al.; licensee BioMed Central Ltd. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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protection from CRC incidence and mortality in rightsided lesions. In 2009, a case–control study of colonoscopy
in Ontario, Canada, reported that although the procedure
reduced mortality from left-sided lesions by about 40%, no
reduction in deaths was evident when CRC originated in
the right colon [4]. Similarly, in a population-based retrospective analysis from Manitoba, colonoscopy found no
reduction in CRC mortality in the case of proximal lesions
[5]. A large German, statewide cross-sectional study of colonoscopy found the prevalence of advanced colorectal
neoplasms strongly reduced by 67% in left-sided lesions,
but this protection did not extend when the lesions were
right-sided [6]. A later study by the same authors, which
emphasized high-quality colonoscopy, found the procedure
to be associated with a reduced risk of 56% for right
colonic lesions, which is an improvement over earlier
reports, but is less than the 84% reduced risk for CRC the
authors observed for left colonic lesions [7].
A number of suggestions have been advanced to explain why colonoscopy may be less effective in the right
colon than in the left. The technology is operatordependent and requires complete endoscopic evaluation,
which is more difficult to complete in the right side of
the colon. Bowel cleansing and preparation for colonoscopy may be less adequate on the right side, making lesions more difficult to visualize. Nonpolypoid flat or
depressed lesions are more prevalent in the right than in
the left side of the colon, and these are more challenging
to identify and remove [8]. There may also be differences
in biology between proximal and distal lesions; for example, distal and proximal CRCs show genetic and molecular differences [9].
We previously reported a seven-gene, blood-based biomarker panel for CRC detection [10]. For this current
study, we hypothesize that this gene panel, which is a
blood-based test, not dependent on localization, preparation or operator technique, can provide a non-biased
method for detecting CRC arising in either the right or
the left side of the colon.
The test is intended as a pre-screening tool and convenient companion diagnostic test to help those patients who
are averse to colonoscopy and to the fecal occult blood
test to make an informed decision based on their individual molecular profile. Because of its narrow focus, the test
is not expected to alter clinical practice for patients who
comply with recommended screening schedules.

regions and in the United States, between March 2005
and March 2008. Uniformity of collection procedures at
the different sites was ensured by the use of identical
study protocols, uniform training of personnel, and periodic site monitoring. Informed consent was obtained
according to protocols approved by the Research Ethics
Board of each of the participating twenty-four clinics
and hospitals.
The low incidence of CRC in the colonoscopy screening population made it necessary to recruit additional
patients from cancer clinics in Toronto. In these cases,
blood samples were collected prior to any treatment, including surgery. Patients enrolled in colonoscopy clinics
provided blood prior to colonoscopy. Samples were categorized following review of pathology reports.
Case samples comprised blood samples taken from
colonoscopy-confirmed CRC patients who had not undergone CRC treatment. Institutional pathologists determined
cancer stage according to the American Joint Committee
on Cancer (AJCC) Tumour, Node, and Metastases (TNM)
staging system [11]. Controls comprised samples from subjects with no pathology at colonoscopy.
The qRT-PCR training set was composed of 112 wellcharacterized CRC and 120 control samples (total = 232)
taken from the population described above. Cancer and
control samples were matched for age, sex, body mass
index (BMI) and ethnicity.
An independent blind test set was composed of 410
average-risk subjects following colonoscopy (202 CRC/
208 control). Average risk was defined as follows: subjects aged ≥ 50 with no cancer or chemotherapy history,
no previous record of colorectal disease (adenomatous
polyps, CRC or inflammatory bowel disease) and no
first-degree relatives with CRC. Cancer and control samples were matched for sex, BMI and ethnicity. The average age of patients was 3.6 years older than that of
control subjects.
Most of the patients and controls who provided samples
for qRT-PCR experiments had one or multiple comorbidities, most commonly, hypertension, hypercholesterolemia, diabetes, arthritis, anemia and allergies. More
than 56% of the CRC samples were diagnosed with early
stage I and II CRC and 32% with stage III cancer. (Table 1)
This means that approximately 90% of cases were potentially treatable CRC patients, which increases the practical
value of the test.

Methods
Sample collection procedures and details of methodology for identification of the seven-gene blood-based
biomarker panel for CRC were reported in our earlier
study [10]. Briefly, 9,199 blood samples were taken from
screening colonoscopy subjects at twenty-four centers
located in the Greater Toronto Area and surrounding

Blood collection and RNA isolation

Samples were collected in PAXgene™ tubes (PreAnalytiX)
and processed according to the manufacturer’s Blood
RNA Kit protocol. RNA quality for all samples was
assessed using a 2100 Bioanalyzer RNA 6000 Nano Chip
(Agilent Technologies). All samples met quality criteria:
RIN ≥ 7.0; 28S:18S rRNA ratio ≥ 1.0 and a validated
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Table 1 Available samples
Sample #
Category

Training

Test

Combined

Left

Right

Left

Right

Left

Right

TNM I

19

12

46

16

65

28

TNM II

20

11

37

18

57

29

TNM III

21

13

39

25

60

38

TNM IV

7

5

10

7

17

12

Unknown

5

1

4

0

9

1

All Stages

72

42

136

66

208

Control

120

208

108
328

NB Two training samples have both left and right cancer.

Agilent bioanalyzer scan. RNA quantity was determined
by absorbance at 260nm in a DU-640 Spectrophotometer
(Beckman Coulter).
Quantitative reverse-transcriptase polymerase chain reaction

One microgram of RNA was reverse-transcribed into singlestranded complementary DNA (cDNA) using High Capacity
cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Applied Biosystems) in a
20μL reaction. For PCR, 20ng cDNA was mixed with
QuantiTect® Probe PCR Master Mix (Qiagen), and TaqMan®
dual-labeled probe and primers corresponding to the gene
of interest and reference gene, in a 25 μL reaction volume.
PCR amplification was performed using a 7500 Real-Time
PCR System (Applied Biosystems). Each sample was tested
in duplicate reactions on the same PCR plate. The run results were subjected to quality control processes, and failed
samples were repeated. Samples that failed a second time
were excluded from the analysis.
For the blind test set, first, we selected samples with
disease status known (in order to balance the sample
groups and avoid biases in clinical and demographic
characteristics). Selected samples were then randomized
and assigned blinded identification prior to the experiment, and data analysis was performed by scientists
blinded to the disease status.
The seven-gene panel

Details of the characterization and validation of the sevengene panel to identify CRC have been described previously
[10]. In that study a seven-gene panel (ANXA3, CLEC4D,
LMNB1, PRRG4, TNFAIP6, VNN1, IL2RB) discriminated CRC in the training set [area under the receiveroperating-characteristic curve (AUC ROC), 0.80; accuracy,
73%; sensitivity, 82%; specificity 64%]. The independent
blind test set confirmed performance (AUC ROC, 0.80;
accuracy, 71%; sensitivity, 72%; specificity, 70%).
For the present study we re-analyze the previously
reported data in order to determine the ability of the seven
gene panel not only to identify the presence of CRC but
also to identify cancer stages and left- and right-sided
colon cancer.
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Results
The training set data was used to determine the best coefficients for a logistic regression model using 6 ratios of the
7 genes most discriminative for CRC. This model was then
used to predict the CRC risk for the test set samples.
Breaking the data down by cancer stages, we were able
to find the same predictive values for left- and rightsided cancers as for CRC detection as in the original
paper (Table 2).
In this study, CRC detection sensitivity was generally
higher for right-sided cancer except in the case of TNM
stage I in the test set. However, this finding may be simply a sampling issue. To resolve this question, we combined all training and test set samples and performed
2-fold cross validation, iterated 1000 times. This process
partitions the samples into 2 halves such that that the
coefficients of the model are fitted to the training half
and applied to the test half.
The results for all the test halves after 1000 permutations represent a less biased estimate of the performance
of the gene panel. As expected, the lower sensitivity for
right-sided TNM I as compared with left-sided TNM I
cancers is no longer observed in the cross-validated
results. Overall, right-sided lesions are detected at a higher
sensitivity than left-sided lesions; however, there are fewer
right-sided samples, so the observed higher sensitivity
may not be statistically significant. As can be seen from
the box and whisker plots of the distribution of the
prediction scores, the 98% confidence intervals show considerable overlap both across all TNM stages and for left
and right sided cancers (Figure 1).
The panel detected left-sided (75%, 156/208) and rightsided (85%, 92/108) lesions with an overall sensitivity of
Table 2 Correct call rate
Training

Test

1000X 2-Fold
Cross validation

Stage
TNM I

TNM II

TNM III

TNM IV

Unknown

All Stages
Control

Left

Right

Left

Right

Left

Right

63%

92%

61%

44%

67%

66%

(28/46)

(7/16)

(43.5/65)

(18.6/28)

81%

89%

79%

89%

(30/37)

(16/18)

(45.0/57)

(25.9/29)

74%

84%

83%

90%

(12/19) (11/12)
70%

91%

(14/20) (10/11)
86%

100%

(18/21) (13/13)

(29/39)

(21/25)

(49.6/60)

(34.3/38)

100%

50%

100%

66%

100%

(6/7)

(5/5)

(5/10)

(7/7)

(11.2/17)

(12.0/12)

80%

100%

100%

n/a

80%

100%

(4/5)

(1/1)

(4/4)

(0/0)

(7.2/9)

(1.0/1)

75%

95%

71%

77%

75%

85%

86%

(54/72) (40/42) (96/136) (51/66) (156.5/208) (91.8/108)
64% (77/120)

70% (145/208)

64% (210/328)
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Figure 1 Distribution of prediction scores from 1000 iterations of 2-fold cross-validation analysis. Boxes indicate the central 50 percentile
with whiskers showing the extent of the 98 percentile.

78% (248/316) at a specificity of 64% (210/328). Treatable
cancer (stages I to III) was detected with a left-sided lesion
sensitivity of 76% (138/182) and a right-sided sensitivity of
83% (79/95).

Discussion
In several studies we have shown that gene signatures
obtained using blood mRNA can identify a variety of
conditions occurring in various sites throughout the
body, including heart failure [12], inflammatory bowel
disease [13,14], psychiatric disorders [15-17] and various
cancers [10,18-20]. These studies suggest that blood cells
may act as “sentinels” that can mirror health or disease
anywhere in the body. Blood transcriptomic signatures
thus reflect molecular changes regardless of where they
occur in the body.
We have also recently reported a blood test based on
the performance characteristics of a seven-gene panel

that enables us to assess a patient’s current risk of having CRC [10]. As a blood test similar to other routine
blood tests, the assay overcomes a number of reported
limitations to patient acceptance of CRC screening
using currently utilized tests. Such barriers include
patients’ fear of pain, inconvenience, unpleasantness,
pre-procedure colon evacuation methods, the need to
take time off work and to be sedated, risks such as
bowel perforation, bleeding and other complications
(for colonoscopy and other endoscopic methods) and
patient embarrassment and beliefs that methods are
unsanitary, unpleasant or inconvenient (fecal tests)
[21-27]. By contrast, a simple, convenient blood test
should encourage increased compliance with screening
recommendations.
In this study we use the same seven-gene panel to address another issue limiting the effectiveness of colonoscopy: the right-sided bias observed in such technology.

Figure 2 Prediction sensitivity for all CRC at each stage. Figures inside the bars show the ratios of average positive calls from 1000 iterations
of 2-fold cross validation analysis.
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CRC can arise in either the right, proximal colon or the
left, distal colon. The former includes the cecum, ascending colon, hepatic flexure and transverse colon, and the
latter the descending and sigmoid colon and rectum. Colonoscopy tends to bias towards detection on the left side,
for reasons both technical and biological. The blood-based
test for CRC reported in this study would have the effect
of reducing such bias, thus potentially increasing detection
rates for right sided lesions.
This pre-screening test is mainly intended for detection of TNM I to TNM III patients. For these patients,
test sensitivity is 76% for left-sided cancers and 84% for
right-sided cancers. TNM IV stage patients are likely to
be diagnosed by conventional means and are less likely
to benefit much from intervention.

Conclusion
This study finds that detection of CRCs using mRNA
biomarkers from whole blood is equally sensitive to
treatable TNM I – III lesions located throughout the
colon (Figure 2). These findings support the use of the
seven-gene panel as a non-biased method for CRC detection for both left and right-sided lesions.
Abbreviations
CRC: Colorectal cancer; BMI: Body mass index; AUC ROC: Area under the
receiver-operating-characteristic curve.
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Abstract
Background: Optimal molecular markers for detecting colorectal cancer (CRC) in a blood-based assay were
evaluated. Microarray technology has shown a great potential in the colorectal cancer research. Genes significantly
associated with cancer in microarray studies, were selected as candidate genes in the study. Pooling Internet public
microarray data sets can overcome the limitation by the small number of samples in previous studies.
Objective: Using public microarray data sets verifies gene expression profiles for colorectal cancer
Methods: Logistic regression analysis was performed, and odds ratios for each gene were determined between
CRC and controls. Public microarray datasets of GSE 4107, 4183, 8671, 9348, 10961, 13067, 13294, 13471, 14333,
15960, 17538, and 18105 included 519 cases of adenocarcinoma and 88 controls of normal mucosa, which were
used to verify the candidate genes from logistic models and estimated its external generality.
Results: A 7-gene model of CPEB4, EIF2S3, MGC20553, MAS4A1, ANXA3, TNFAIP6 and IL2RB was
pairwise selected that showed the best results in logistic regression analysis (H-L p=1.000, R2=0.951, AUC=0.999,
accuracy=0.968, specificity=0.966 and sensitivity=0.994).
Conclusions: A novel gene expression profile was associated with CRC and can potentially be applied to bloodbased detection assays.

Keywords: Colorectal cancer; Gene expression; Microarray; Internet
Background
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is a common cancer worldwide [1]. An
estimated 146,970 new cases of colon and rectal cancer and 49,920 deaths
are expected to occur in 2009 in the United States [2]. CRC screening
can possibly reduce the incidence of advanced disease and provide
better overall, progression-free survival. Conventional CRC screening
tests include fecal occult blood testing, flexible sigmoidoscopy, doublecontrast barium enema X-ray, and colonoscopy [3]. Although they are
commonly used, these tests have limitations, including highly variable
sensitivity (i.e., 37% to 80%) and diet-test interactions [4].
The dissemination of malignant cells from a primary neoplasm
is the pivotal event in cancer progression. In many clinical cases,
tumor cells metastasize before the primary tumor is diagnosed.
Individual circulating tumor cells may be the earliest detectable form
of metastasis [5]. PCR-based analyses of mRNA from cytokeratins,
the carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA), and epidermal growth factor
receptor (EGFR) genes in peripheral blood samples from CRC patients
have been reported [6]. However, the low sensitivities and specificities
for these well-known genes are not considered acceptable for the
detection of colorectal cancer. Recently, multiple biomarkers were
reported for the detection of colorectal cancer that delivered a better
sensitivity or specificity [7,8].
J Microb Biochem Technol
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In the present study, expression levels of 28 cancer-associated
candidate genes in the peripheral blood samples from 111 colorectal
cancer patients and 227 non-cancer controls were analyzed using
quantitative real time-PCR. Genes correlated with CRC were selected,
and a discrimination model was constructed using multivariate logistic
regression. Sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, positive and negative
predictive values, and the AUC of the discrimination model are
reported. Meanwhile, from this study (Model 1: 5 genes), Marshall et
al. [7] (Model 2: 7 genes) and Han et al. [8] (Model 3: 5 genes), the 17
candidate genes were validated by pooling12 public microarray data
sets as well as the external validation.
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Methods
Patients, controls, and blood samples
One hundred eleven patients with histologically confirmed
colorectal cancer were enrolled (2006-2009) in a prospective
investigational protocol, which was approved by the Institutional
Review Board at Cheng Hsin Rehabilitation Medical Center (Taipei,
Taiwan). CRC patients at different stages were classified according to
the TNM system (Table 1). Peripheral blood samples (6-8 ml) were
drawn from patients before any therapeutic treatment, including
surgery, but after written informed consent was obtained. All blood
samples were collected using BD vacutainer CPT™ tubes containing
sodium citrate as an anti-coagulant (Becton Dickinson, NJ, USA) and
were stored at 4°C.
The healthy controls were 227 volunteers who had come in for
a routine health examination and had no evidence of any clinically
detectable cancer disease. Each participant gave informed consent
for the analysis. The same volume of peripheral blood was collected
from controls as from patients. Samples were randomly divided into a
training set (n=162) and a testing set (n=176). There were no significant
differences in age, sex, cancer stage or tumor site between the two sets
(Table 1).

RNA isolation and reverse transcription
The mononuclear cell (MNC) fraction was isolated within three
hours after blood collection using BD vacutainer CPT™ tubes (Becton
Dickinson, NJ, USA), according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Total RNA was then extracted from the MNC fraction using the Super
RNApure™ kit (Genesis, Taiwan) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. The average yield of total RNA per milliliter of
peripheral blood was 1.6 μg. The mRNA quality was assessed by the
electrophoresis of total RNA, followed by staining with ethidium
bromide, which showed two clear rRNA bands of 28S and 18S. Using
a spectrophotometer, the ratio of the absorbance of each RNA at 260
and 280 nm (A260:A280) was confirmed to be greater than 1.7, which
is an indicator of RNA purity [9]. One microgram of total RNA was
used for cDNA synthesis with random hexamer primers (Amersham
Bioscience, UK) and Superscript™ II reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen,
USA).

Quantitative real-time PCR
Real-time PCR was performed using pre-designed, gene-specific
Training set (n=162)

amplification primer sets purchased from Advpharma, Inc. (Taiwan),
nucleotide probes from Universal ProbeLibrary™ (Roche, Germany)
and TaqMan® Master Mix (Roche) on a Roche LightCycler® 1.5
instrument. The hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase 1 (HPRT1)
gene was used as the internal control because its expression accurately
reflects the mean expression of multiple commonly used normalization
genes [10,11]. The cycle number for each candidate gene, Ct(test),
was normalized against the cycle number of HPRT1, that is, Ct(HK).
The calculation is performed as follows: ∆Ct(test)=Ct(HK) - Ct(test).
The derived (normalized) value, ∆Ct(test), for each candidate gene
is presented as the relative difference as compared to the mRNA
expression level of the reference gene [12].

Preliminary screening of investigating genes
In the preliminary screening for CRC-associated genes, we selected
candidate genes from the published microarray study [14], and tested
for the relative range of expression levels using real-time PCR. There
were totally 28 gene candidates for first run of screening, including 12
genes, which were reported as risk for cancer prognosis [14], 14 genes
identified as correlated with the incidence of tumor tissues (unpublished
data), and two genes with elevated expression in colon cancer patients,
A3 adenosine receptor and CCSP-2 [15,16]. Since the measurement of
a higher cycle number (i.e., Ct greater than 30) generally implies lower
amplification efficiency [17,18], 15 genes were used for further analysis
(Table 2) after eliminating genes with low amplification efficiency.

Statistical analysis
The chi-square test and t-test were performed to characterize sex
and age distributions between cases and controls. The transcript levels
of candidate genes were tested statistically for differences between the
case and control samples, using the t-test. A logistic regression was
performed, and odds ratios were determined in order to study the
association of candidate genes with CRC. The power of the study was
100% for each candidate gene [13]. The statistical alpha level was 0.05.
Multivariate logistic regression was used to analyze the relationship
of the cases and controls to the ∆Ct(test) values of candidate genes. The
logistic probabilities were calculated using the modeling equations
from logistic regression analysis. Diagnostic performances were further
used to evaluate multivariate logistic models, including sensitivity,
specificity, positive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive
value (NPV). We used the Hosmer-Lemeshow test to check goodnessof-fit. A receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis was
Testing set (n=176)

P-value

CRC (n=55)

Non-CRC (n=107)

P-value

CRC (n=56)

Non-CRC (n=120)

P-value

Cases

Controls

Age, yr (S.E.)

66.47 (1.50)

68.31 (1.12)

0.335

67.38 (1.83)

69.99 (1.03)

0.216

0.704

0.270

Gender, no. (%)
Male
Female

32 (58.2)
23 (41.8)

58(54.2)
49(45.8)

0.630

28 (50.0)
28 (50.0)

73 (60.8)
47 (39.2)

0.176

0.387

0.313

Stage, no. (%)
I
II
III
IV

21 (38.2)
10 (18.2)
14 (25.5)
10 (18.2)

-

15 (26.8)
9 (16.1)
21 (37.5)
11 (19.6)

-

-

0.447

-

Tumor site, no. (%)
Colon
Rectum
Cecum
Colon+Rectum

28 (50.9)
22 (40.0)
4 (7.3)
1 (1.8)

-

0.286

-

-

-

-

30 (53.6)
16 (28.6)
5 (8.9)
5 (8.9)

-

CRC: ColonRectal Cancer; *Data are given as means (SE) or as the number of cases (%); §P values were estimated using the t-test
Table 1: Characteristics of the training and testing sets*§.
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95% CI of OR
B

OR

Upper

Lower

Sex

0.577

1.780

7.582

0.418

P-value
0.435

Age

0.028

1.028

1.083

0.976

0.293

MCM4

0.142

1.152

4.504

0.295

0.838

ZNF264

1.450

4.265

18.208

0.999

0.050

RNF4

-0.550

0.577

5.146

0.065

0.622

GRB2

2.009

7.456

37.131

1.497

0.014
0.050

MDM2

1.359

3.892

15.166

0.999

STAT2

-1.178

0.308

1.466

0.065

0.139

WEE1

1.264

3.540

14.784

0.848

0.083

DUSP6

2.465

11.769

40.330

3.435

<0.001

CPEB4

2.045

7.725

27.695

2.155

0.002

MMD

-1.067

0.344

0.865

0.137

0.023

NF1

-1.417

0.243

1.517

0.039

0.130

IRF4

0.057

1.059

3.350

0.335

0.923

EIF2S3

-2.105

0.122

0.718

0.021

0.020

EXT2

-1.933

0.145

1.235

0.017

0.077

POLDIP2

-1.294

0.274

1.515

0.050

0.138

B: coefficient of logistic regression; OR: odds ratio; CI: confidence interv
Table 2: Multivariate analysis of colorectal cancer-related molecular markers and the discrimination model based on age, sex, and 15 genes using the logistic regression
model on the training set.

performed to determine the cut-off logistic probabilities and the areas
under the ROC curves (AUC), to identify the performance of each
candidate gene and combinations of multiple genes. A sensitivity
analysis demonstrated the influence on performance of different cutoff logistic probabilities [Logit(P)] in the logistic model.

Internet public microarray data sets
The microarray gene expression data are from searches using
“colon cancer” AND “human [organism]” AND “expression profiling
by array [dataset type]” as the key words in the GEO database of the
National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI). The eligible
criteria were 1) the examined samples were frozen tissue sections of
normal human colorectal mucosa, primary colorectal cancer or hepatic
metastases from colorectal cancer; 2) the microarray platform used
was limited to single-color, whole genome gene chips from Affymetrix;
and 3) the data were presented as gene expression level. The exclusion
criteria were 1) data from cultured cell lines or other in vitro assays;
2) datasets without the original gene expression level data files; and 3)
those with redundant sub-datasets. A total of 175 GEO series (GSE)
datasets were finally excluded, leaving 12 public microarray dataset of
GSE 4107, 4183, 8671, 9348, 10961, 13067, 13294, 13471, 14333, 15960,
17538, and 18105, which included 519 cases of adenocarcinoma and 88
controls of normal mucosa.
Furthermore, we validated the 17 CRC-associated genes from
the studies (Model 1: 5 genes), Marshall et al. [7] (Model 2: 7 genes)
and Han et al. [8] (Model 3: 5 genes) and performed the multivariate
logistic regression analysis using the pooled 12 public microarray data
sets as well as the external validation.

Results
Genes correlated with colorectal cancer
A multivariate analysis based on age, sex and 15 genes was used in a
logistic regression model in the training set because the peripheral blood
samples were drawn from patients before any therapeutic treatment.
Although this full model seemed capable of discriminating between
J Microb Biochem Technol
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the CRC cases and controls, it may have resulted in over fitting(Table
2). The logistic regression analysis further resulted in the selection of
five genes of significance (i.e., P-value<0.05), MDM2, DUSP6, CPEB4,
MMD, and EIF2S3, with odds ratios of 2.978, 6.029, 3.776, 0.538, and
0.138, respectively. This model was reduced to a panel of five genes in a
forward stepwise regression, which statistical powers of the five genes
were 1.00 between case and control groups in training and testing sets.

Discrimination of colorectal cancer and non-cancer controls
using five genes
Five genes, i.e., MDM2, DUSP6, CPEB4, MMD, and EIF2S3, were
significantly associated with CRC. A five-gene logistic regression model
provided good discriminative performance with 87.0% accuracy, 78.0%
sensitivity, 92.0% specificity, 90.7% positive predictive value (PPV),
and 80.7% negative predictive value (NPV) in the training set. The
five-gene model performed with 94.9% accuracy, 97.1% sensitivity,
81.8% specificity, 96.9% PPV, 82.8% NPV, and an area under the
ROC (receiver operating characteristic) curve of 0.978 (0.912-1) in
the external validation. Discrimination models can be constructed
with one of the five genes selected, based on forward multivariate
logistic regression analysis using the training set. AUCs were used to
compare the performance of discrimination models for single genes
and combinations of two, three, four, or five marker genes. The DUSP6
model (Table 3) displayed the best discrimination ability, with an AUC
of 0.804 (95% C.I.: 0.730-0.879), as compared to other one-gene models
(AUC: 0.49-0.69). Distinct increases in the AUC of up to 0.905 (95%
C.I.: 0.849-0.960) resulted from the combination of five genes (Table
3). The five-gene model fulfilled the criteria of good performance
for diagnostic tests as well as accuracy (87%), sensitivity (78%), and
specificity (92%); in addition, the Hosmer-Lemeshow test was nonsignificant (P-value=0.108).
The cut-off value of Logit(P) for the five-gene model could also be
adjusted to achieve high sensitivity or specificity, i.e., 99%, 95% or 90%
(Table 4). The five-gene model performed stably for the discrimination
between CRC cases and controls in the training set, with accuracies
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95% CI
Genes used for models

AUC

S.E.

P-value

Lower

Upper

DUSP6, CPEB4, EIF2S3, MDM2, MMD

0.905

0.028

<0.001

0.849

0.960

DUSP6, CPEB4, EIF2S3, MDM2

0.895

0.030

<0.001

0.838

0.953

DUSP6, CPEB4, EIF2S3

0.882

0.032

<0.001

0.820

0.945

DUSP6, CPEB4

0.855

0.032

<0.001

0.791

0.919

DUSP6

0.804

0.038

<0.001

0.730

0.879

ROC: receiver operating characteristic; AUC: area under the ROC curve; S.E.: Standard Error; CI: confidence interval. P-values for AUC were estimated using the Z test
Table 3: Discrimination power and ROC analysis of different combinations of CRC-associated genes in training set.
a: Logistic probabilities for the training set
Logit(P)

Sensitivity

Specificit

PPV

NPV

Accuracy

0.0198

99.0%

16.0%

2.3%

99.9%

44.2%

0.0511

95.0%

63.0%

12.1%

99.6%

73.9%

0.1783

90.0%

72.0%

41.1%

97.1%

78.1%

0.5

78.0%

92.0%

90.7%

80.7%

87.0%

0.4747

80.0%

90.0%

87.8%

83.3%

86.6%

0.6845

61.0%

95.0%

96.4%

52.9%

83.5%

0.9012

25.0%

99.0%

99.6%

12.6%

73.9%

Logit(P): Logistic Probabilities; PPV: Positive Predictive Value; NPV: Negative Predictive Value
b: Performance of the statistical model on the training and testing sets with Logit(P)=0.5
Training set

Testing set

External validation

Non-Cancers

107

120

88

True negative

98

110

72

False positive

9

10

16

Colorectal Cancers

55

56

519

False negative

12

19

15

True positive

43

37

504

Total
Sensitivity

162

176

519

78.0%

66.0%

97.1%

Specificit

92.0%

92.0%

81.8%

PPV

90.7%

89.2%

96.9%

NPV

80.7%

73.0%

82.8%

Accuracy

87.0%

83.5%

94.9%

Logit(P): Logistic Probabilities; PPV: Positive Predictive Value; NPV: Negative Predictive Value
Table 4: Performance of the statistical model based on the five-gene profil

ranging from 73.9% to 87.0%, with sensitivity of 95%, or with specificity
of 95%. In addition, a well performance in the testing set was obtained
using the discrimination model, with 84% accuracy, 66% sensitivity,
92% specificity, 89% PPV and 73% NPV (Table 4b).

Pooling 12 microarray studies to verify the 17 candidate
genes and estimate its external generality
Furthermore, we performed the multivariate logistic regression
analysis for pooled 12 public microarray data sets as well as the
external validation to verify the CRC-associated genes from 3 studies
(the present one of Chu et al., Marshall et al. and Han et al.) [7,8]. As
the Table 5, we validated the 17 CRC-associated genes from this study
(Model 1: 5 genes), Marshall et al. [7] (Model 2: 7 genes) and Han et
al. [8] (Model 3: 5 genes) by pooling 12 public microarray dataset of
GSE 4107, 4183, 8671, 9348, 10961, 13067, 13294, 13471, 14333, 15960,
17538, and 18105, which included 519 cases of adenocarcinoma and
88 controls of normal mucosa. The goodness-of-fit test of HosmerLemeshow (H-L) showed statistical significance (p=0.044) for Model 2
of Marshall et al. [7], which observed event rates did not match expected
event rates in subgroups of the model population. Models for which
expected and observed event rates in subgroups are similar are called
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well calibrated (Model 1, 3 and 4). A 7-gene model (Model 4 with genes
CPEB4, EIF2S3, MGC20553, MAS4A1, ANXA3, TNFAIP6 and IL2RB)
was pairwise selected from genes of Model 1, 2 and 3 that showed the
best results in logistic regression analysis (H-L p=1.000, R2=0.951,
AUC=0.999, accuracy=0.968, specificity=0.966 and sensitivity=0.994).

Discussion
Common serum tumor markers used in primary care practice
have not demonstrated a survival benefit in randomized controlled
trials for screening in the general population. Most of them showed
elevated levels only in some early-stage or late-stage cancer patients
[19]. A recent review of real-time PCR-based assays with single
molecular markers, such as CEA, CK19, and CK20, demonstrated low
sensitivity, was ranging from 4% to 35.9%, 25.9% to 41.9%, and 5.1% to
28.3%, respectively [6]. One study, performed with a newly identified
molecular marker known as ProtM [20], also attained unsatisfactory
sensitivity.
Circulating tumor cells from any cancer type are capable of
disseminating from solid tumor tissues, penetrating and invading blood
vessels and circulating in the peripheral blood [21,22]. The number of
circulating tumor cells has been used to predict the clinical outcome of
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Model 1
B

Model 2
S.E.

p

B

Model 3
S.E.

p

B

Model4
S.E.

p

B

S.E.

p

-4.423

1.160

<0.001

2.604

0.856

0.002

1.566

0.485

0.001

2.031

0.572

<0.001

1.824

0.637

0.004

-1.751

0.619

0.005

5 Candidate genes of this study;
MDM2

6.069

1.461

<0.001

DUSP6

1.360

0.235

<0.001

CPEB4

-3.177

0.383

<0.001

MMD

0.335

0.442

0.448

EIF2S3

1.462

0.244

<0.001

7 Candidate genes of Marshall et al. [7]
ANXA3

0.559

0.212

0.008

CLEC4D

46.259

9.918

<0.001

LMNB1

1.883

0.330

<0.001

PRRG4

-1.284

0.371

0.001

TNFAIP6

1.787

0.377

<0.001

VNN1

0.207

0.159

0.194

IL2RB

0.269

0.216

0.213

5 Candidate genes of Han et al. [8]
CDA

-0.496

0.090

<0.001

MGC20553

-1.386

0.197

<0.001

BANK1

0.565

0.373

0.129

BCNP1

-0.944

1.148

0.411

MAS4A1

-1.483

0.457

0.001

-1.907

0.590

0.001

16.601

2.995

<0.001

-14.268

6.968

0.041

Constant

-32.758

6.001

<0.001

-124.678

25.437

<0.001

H-L

0.460

0.044

0.194

1.000

R2

0.853

0.841

0.693

0.951

AUC

0.978

0.985

0.957

0.999

Accuracy

0.949

0.974

0.939

0.990

Specificit

0.818

0.886

0.716

0.966

Sensitivity

0.971

0.988

0.977

0.994

Model 1: 5 candidate genes of this study; Model 2: 7 candidate genes of Marshall et al. ; Model 3: 5 candidate genes of Han et al. ; Model 4: stepwise 7 candidate genes
from model 1, 2 and 3; B: logistic regression coifficient beta; S.E.: standard error of B; p: p value with statistical significance; H-L: Hosmer and Lemeshow test p value R2:
Nagelkerke R Square; AUC: area under ROC
Table 5: The logistic regression models for pooled 12 microarray data sets as the external validation of CRC-associated genes from 3 studies.

cancer patients [23]. On the basis of the presence of circulating tumor
cells, we identified five molecular markers, MDM2, DUSP6, CPEB4,
MMD, and EIF2S3, which were differentially expressed between
peripheral blood samples of CRC patients and healthy controls. The
application of multivariate logistic regression analysis resulted in
a five-gene discrimination model, which achieved good diagnostic
performance and provided stable conditions with accuracies ranging
from 73.9% to 87.0%, with sensitivity of 95%, or with specificity of 95%.
Both mRNAs and proteins in the peripheral blood have been tested
for diagnostic use to detect circulating tumor cells of different solid
tumors or to determine prognoses of various cancers. We confirmed,
in our study, that the AUCs of the discrimination models greatly
improved from 0.80 for the model based on a single gene (DUSP6) to
0.91 for the combined model with all five genes. More and more clinical
studies show improvements in the sensitivity of cancer detection by
assaying transcript levels of multiple genes in patient peripheral blood
[7,8,24].
A higher sensitivity or specificity of the discriminatory
performance of our five-gene model was achieved by adjusting the cutoff value of Logit(P) (Table 4a). This five-gene discrimination model
with Logit(P)=0.0511 had a sensitivity of 95%, a specificity of 63%,
and an accuracy of 74%, which is ideal for screening colorectal cancer.
However, setting Logit(P) to 0.4747 resulted in specificity of 90%,
sensitivity of 80% and an accuracy of 86%, which indicates that our
five-gene model is robust and highly accurate for discriminating CRC
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from healthy or benign conditions. Similar accuracy rates (i.e., 80%
to 86%) were achieved with Logit(P), ranging from 0.0511 to 0.4747.
In the testing set, the five-gene model performed with satisfactory
accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity.
Two reports [7,8] with similar screening approaches used different
gene sets to detect CRC (Table 5). The two gene sets were obtained
by direct selection from differentially expressed genes in peripheral
blood samples using microarray techniques followed by real-time
PCR. The biomarkers they selected may more or less reflect the static
and dynamic changes of the immune system in response to cancer.
The strategy of our study was to choose genes clinically confirmed
to be cancer-associated in tumor tissues and to validate in peripheral
blood samples. Five genes (MDM2, DUSP6, CPEB4, MMD and
EIF2S3) identified here for discrimination between CRC patients
and healthy controls showed strong association with CRC. MDM2
(Mouse double minute 2 homolog) gene, also known as HDM2 gene
in human, is a negative regulator of the tumor suppressor protein p53
[25]. Overexpression of MDM2 gene was reported in several human
tumor types, including osteosarcomas, melanoma, non-small cell lung
cancer (NSCLC), esophageal cancer, leukemia, and non-Hodgkin’s
lymphoma [26-31]. Inhibition of MDM2 can restore p53 activity in
cancers containing wild-type p53 and has recently become a strategy to
develop anti-tumor drug [32-35].
DUSP6, the dual-specificity MAP kinase phosphatase 3 (also
known as MKP3), inactivates ERK1/ERK2 [36,37]. Clinical studies
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based on tumor tissues demonstrated that elevated DUSP6 transcript
(mRNA) level was a risk factor for clinical outcome in non-small cell
lung cancer (NSCLC) patients (hazard ratio=2.2) [14] and stronger
protein level was identified in 31% of primary human NSCLC tumor
using Immunohistochemistry [38]. Furthermore, overexpression of
DUSP6 was associated with papillary and poorly differentiated thyroid
carcinoma both at the mRNA and protein level [39,40] and with
KRAS mutant colon cancer [41]. In addition, higher expression level
of DUSP6 was found in the tamoxifen-resistant breast tumors group
compared with the tamoxifen-sensitive tumor group [42] and tumor
growth promotion in glioblastoma [43]. The DUSP6 function might
vary in different cancer types. On the contrary, some other reports
demonstrated that DUSP6 gene was a candidate tumor suppressor
gene, for instance, in pancreatic cancer [44], esophageal squamous cell
carcinoma [45], and lung cancer with 17.7% cases of study sample [46].
CPEB4, cytoplasmic polyadenylation element binding protein,
targets mRNAs and promote translation by inducing cytoplasmic
polyadenylation [47,48]. Overexpressed CPEB4 was identified in
pancreatic ductal adenocarcinomas and glioblastomas compared with
its corresponding normal tissue [49]. Increased CPEB4 mRNA was
considered as a prognostic marker for poor clinical outcome in nonsmall cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients (hazard ratio=1.8) [14]. In
contrast, reduced or weaker CPEB4 expression was observed in most
of hepatocellular carcinoma samples compared with normal tissues
using IHC staining [50]. In addition, Xu and Liu [51] proposed that
CPEB4 gene might be selectively overexpressed in metastasic cancers,
such as metastatic prostate cancer, and potentially as a biomarker for
chemotherapy resistance.
MMD is an integral membrane protein with seven putative
transmembrane segments [52]. Its biological function is still unclear.
EIF2S3 is the largest subunit (gamma) of eukaryotic translation
initiation factor 2 (EIF2) [53] and might be indirectly involved in
inhibition of prostate cancer metastasis through N-myc downstream
regulated gene 1 [54].
Our study has firstly presented that four expressing genes in PBMCderived fractions, including MDM2, CPEB4, EIF2S3 and MMD, have
the direct association with CRC with significance. As many clinical
studies have been reported, MDM2, DUSP6 and CPEB4 have been
showed their association with other pathologies, especially different
cancer types. These observations might provide the evidence that these
biomarkers play central roles during carcinogenesis or malignance of
tumor, but with different strength depending on cancer type. Indeed,
it is important to have multiple biomarkers integrated in developed
diagnostic or prognostic methods, while each candidate gene has its
independent power and the efficacy to discriminate cancer and normal
subject (Table 3).
There are several limitations of current study. Since the small
number of different stages in the study CRC sample, we were not able
to know whether individual gene expression or the five gene signature
is stage-dependent. Secondly, the change of gene expression level in
the BPMC fraction of CRC patient before and after treatment was not
studied due to the restriction of single blood drawing of IRB-approved
clinical protocol. Thirdly, the collection of survival status information
is not completed and prognostic value of biomarkers could not be
evaluated in this study due to many censored cases (over 50%; 5-year
survival rate of CRC patients is around 50%).
Further investigation is warranted on the potential of gene signature
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for evaluation of clinical staging, metastatic probability and survival
in CRC patients, when information for the disease progression and
survival is completely collected. In addition, the application of currently
identified gene signature for CRC detection is very important and it is
also the goal for assay development. Discussion with physicians will be
planning for integration the test of our CRC-specific gene signature
into the national screening program for CRC. Especially, the diagnostic
performance between this CRC-specific gene signature and current
screening method, such fecal occult blood test (FOBT) or colonoscopy
should be approached. As well as the potential of the individual gene
expression or gene signature for evaluation of therapeutic response
should be planned as future work.
Furthermore, we verified the CRC-associated genes by pooling 12
public microarray data sets that the four logistic models performed
similar AUCs without statistically significant difference. In the future,
the 7-gene logistic regression model (Model 4: CPEB4, EIF2S3,
MGC20553, MAS4A1, ANXA3, TNFAIP6 and IL2RB) showed the
best results that can be further verified for more samples. Meanwhile,
the causal relations are needed to confirm among the selected genes
and CRC. The expression signature of these CRC-associated genes
should be evaluated for early detection of CRC, with more samples
randomly screened from the population; in addition, subjects who
eventually receive a diagnosis of CRC should be evaluated as well.
Early CRC detection could provide inherent benefits to the patient
and could also enable screening for post-operative residual tumor cells
and occult metastases, an early indicator of tumor recurrence. Early
detection could thus improve survival in patients before symptoms are
detectable, during treatment, or during remission.

Conclusion
In conclusion, we found that the expression profile of 7 genes,
CPEB4, EIF2S3, ANXA3, TNFAIP6, IL2RB, MGC20553 and MAS4A1,
is highly associated with colorectal cancer. Detection of cancer cellspecific biomarkers in the peripheral blood can be an effective screening
strategy for CRC.
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Regulatory Support

COLONSENTRY NEW YORK STATE’S DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH APPROVAL
On February 21, 2012 GeneNews announced that Enzo Clinical Labs, a division of Enzo
Biochem, Inc. (NYSE:ENZ), had received approval from New York State's Department of Health
to market ColonSentry, a blood-based test to assess an individual's current risk for colorectal
cancer.

Scores
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Evaluation & Customer Base

VALIDATION OF THE SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLE
The Sentinel Principle is an award winning technology developed by GeneNews based on the scientific
observation that circulating white blood cells reflect, in a detectable way, what is occurring throughout the
body. Many clinical studies have demonstrated that whole-blood RNA transcript-based profiles can be
used to develop personalized gene expression signatures capable of differentiating patients with cancer
from healthy patients across a broad spectrum of pathologies. ColonSentry® specifically measures
gene expression in white blood cells, or leukocytes. Tumors are known to affect the gene expression
profiles of circulating leukocytes, including both myeloid cells (monocytes, macrophages, etc.) and
lymphocytes (T cells, B cells, and natural killer cells). This occurs due to a unique interaction between
tumor cells and the immune system that has been referred to as “cancer immunoediting.”
Immunoediting comprises three stages: elimination (in which the immune system identifies cancerous
and/or precancerous cells and attempts to eradicate them), equilibrium (in which the surviving tumor cells
begin mutating rapidly under selection pressure from immune-system-mediated attacks), and escape (in
which tumor cells that have acquired resistance proliferate uncontrollably, leading to tumor
progression).Each of these stages induces leukocyte gene expression changes that constitute a unique,
detectable molecular signature.

CLINICAL DATA TO BACKUP TEST
The ColonSentry assay was originally developed and clinically and analytically validated using the
blood samples taken from screening colonoscopy subjects at twenty-four centers who
recruited 10,000 patients located primarily in the Greater Toronto Area and surrounding region,
and also in the United States. Classification model was trained on 232-sample reference set (112
CRC and 120 controls). Clinical validation was performed on an independent set of 410 average-risk
samples (202 CRC and 208 controls).
A panel of 7 genes was selected from a genome-wide analysis using Affymetrix U133 Plus 2
microarrays. The expression level for these genes was determined using qPCR on a training set with
112 CRC and 120 Control samples. A logistic regression equation was fitted to the data. This
equation was then applied to the gene expression levels for a test set with 202 CRC and 208 Control
samples. The discriminatory performance of the 7-gene panel was confirmed upon validation with the
independent test set (ROC AUC = 0.80 and Accuracy = 73% in the training set; ROC AUC = 0.80 and
Accuracy = 71% in the test set) [1]. The training and test sets used in this validation are hereafter
collectively referred to as the “IJC Set”. The distribution of the scores from the logistic regression
equation for the CRC and the Control groups was then used as the basis of determining the Current Risk
of CRC for an individual sample using Baye’s theorem. The CRC and Control populations were scaled
according to the known prevalence of CRC (0.7% in the average risk population). The proportion of CRC
to Control samples at any given logistic regression score is compared to the 0.7% disease risk and is the
estimate of the individual sample’s Current Risk for CRC.
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Customer Base & Support
 New York State Health Department: Validation completed February 2012
 Geisinger Health System: Validation completed May of 2015
 Mt. Sinai: Validation completed 2015
 More than 1,000 practices have used the ColonSentry test throughout the U.S.
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